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Welcome to the March 2015 BAVS Newsletter. In this
issue, we have reports from Victorian studies conferences
around the country, including last year’s wonderful BAVS
conference on ‘Victorian Sustainability’ at the University
of Kent. We also have reports from postgraduate students
who have recently undertaken research trips supported
by BAVS, as well as the latest Calls for Papers.
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Happy reading!
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Upcoming Events
recognition that a person can die differently

When is Death?:

according to different chronologies.

Three Day International

This three day international and

Conference

interdisciplinary conference is funded by

16th-18th April 2015

the Wellcome Trust and will focus on the

College Court, Leicester
This

three

day

international

question ‘When is Death?’ We invite
and

interdisciplinary conference will focus on
the question ‘When is Death?’ Keynote
speakers include: Professor Douglas Davies,

students, scholars, researchers, and health
and palliative care workers, to join us in
Leicester.
For more information and details on

Professor Thomas W. Laqueur, Dr John

how to register, visit:

Robb, Associate Professor Sarah Ferber,

http://shop.le.ac.uk/browse/extra_info.asp

Jonathan Ree, Dr Julie-Marie Strange

?compid=1&modid=1&deptid=7&catid=711

When

is

Death?:

Three

Day

&prodvarid=479

International Conference People tend to
instinctively think of death as something
that is certain and absolute, a one-way
journey away from the world of the living.
Where people in the medieval period saw
Death striking the hour in public clocks,
people in the twenty-first century can now
log on to The Death Clock, which estimates
our remaining time alive – down to the
hours, minutes, and seconds. Can we think
of death as a becoming rather than an
ending? Whether we think of death as an
event, as a state, or as a movement
somewhere else, placing death in time
exposes it as something that is uncertain in
a whole range of ways. Timing death, in this
understanding,

must

involve

the

The Leeds Centre for
Victorian Studies
Seminar Programme, 2014-15
All sessions (except the travelling seminar)
will be held at Leeds Trinity University. All
are welcome. Papers will last about 40-45
minutes, with plenty of time for questions
and discussion afterwards. The Wednesday
seminars are preceded by a free light lunch
from 1pm. For catering purposes, please let
us know if you are planning to attend at
lcvs@leedstrinity.ac.uk’.

The

Monday

seminars will be followed by an opportunity
to dine at a local restaurant with the
speaker. If you would like to join us for the
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meal,

please

let

us

know

at

lcvs@leedstrinity.ac.uk.

Alice and Fashion
Saturday 9 May, V & A Museum

Wed 29 April, 6pm: TRAVELLING

of Childhood

SEMINAR - Dr Richard Storer, ‘Alfred
Austin: Leeds Poet’ (Leeds Library)

9.30-17.45 (with reception to

LCVS ANNUAL PUBLIC LECTURE:

19.30)

Monday, 11 May, 7pm (Stephen Bann,
chair: NU), ‘Visualising Oliver Cromwell in
the Nineteenth Century’, AG32/33. Wine
Reception from 6pm.

This one-day conference, linked to The Alice
Look display at the V&A Museum of
Childhood, explores Lewis Carroll's Alice as
both follower of fashion and trend-setter,

Mon 25 May, 6.30pm: Dr Jim Mussell

with papers spanning the century and half

(Leeds) 'Moving Things: Media and

since the publication of Wonderland. It

Mediation in Dickens's Mugby Junction'

looks closely at what Alice wears and what

(AG21)

this can tell us about her, and at some of the
diverse practices of dressing as Alice in

Mon 1 June, 6.30pm: Dr Shelagh Ward
(LCVS Associate) 'Secrets and Lies:
Abortion, Concealment, and Infanticide in
Late-Nineteenth-Century Bradford' (AG21)
The LCVS has just launched a new blog, coordinated by two of our PGR students,
Lauren Padgett and Jack Gann. The first one
is available here:
http://www.leedstrinity.ac.uk/News_Event
s_Blogs/Pages/Sherlock-Holmes---TheMan-Who-Never-Lived-and-Will-Never-Die-

different parts of the world. We will also
explore the extent of and reasons for the
profound influence of the Alice books on the
world of fashion.
In addition to the papers and
discussion, there will also be opportunities
to inspect and handle a range of texts,
fabrics and other items from the holdings of
the Museum of Childhood and from
collections

of

Lewis

Carroll

Society

members. In addition to richly illustrated

–-Exhibition-Review.aspx. Posts are
currently being sought for the blog. If you
are interested in blogging for LCVS, please
see the website for contact information.
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talks

by

curators,

designers,

Carroll

scholarly editing, teaching, applying for

specialists and dress historians, there will

postdocs and balancing the various aspects

also be an opportunity to handle items from

of an academic career. The day will end

the collection of the Museum of Childhood

with a keynote from Professor Joanne

collection and from Lewis Carroll Society

Shattock (University of Leicester) on the

members. After the conference, an evening

future of Victorian Studies.

reception will take place alongside the
display.

See

the

full

programme,

at

http://aliceandfashion.com
£25, £20 for members of the Lewis Carroll
Society and Friends of the V&A, £10 for
students in full-time education

For more information please see:
http://www.york.ac.uk/hrc/events/201415/summer-2015/victorian-day/

A

full

programme will be available shortly.
Registration is free but spaces are
limited and will be allocated on a first come,

Fees include refreshments during breaks,

first served basis. To register please email

conference materials and an invitation to an

emily.bowles@york.ac.uk

evening reception alongside the newly

erbutcher@gmail.com by the 12th May.

opened exhibition in the museum after the
conference. Lunch is not included. Bookings
are non-refundable. For all enquiries email
mail@aliceandfashion.com

or

Generously supported by the Leeds Centre for
Victorian Studies, the University of York
Graduate Student Association Community
Fund and the new Northern Nineteenth
Century Network, a collaboration between

Northern Nineteenth Century
Network: Victorian Studies
Professionalisation Day

research-active Humanities staff and higher
degree students at the Universities of Leeds
Trinity, Huddersfield, Hull, and CergyPontoise in Paris.

26 May 2015, University of York
This event will give postgraduates working
on any aspect of the nineteenth century the
opportunity to hear from academics in their
field on getting their PhD published,
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From battlefield to drawing

morning will be dedicated to an exclusive

room: textile and (military)

visit of Longchamps Castle. The 1810
building contains some magnificent Empire

fashion around 1815

interiors, amongst which an evocation of

10th-12th June 2015

the emperor’s tent. The afternoon will be

From June 10 through 12, 2015 the Royal
Military

Museum

in

Brussels

will

commemorate the bicentenary of the Battle
of Waterloo with an international and
interdisciplinary

congress.

Some

30

spent on the Waterloo battlefield and at the
Wellington Museum. Register here: Royal
Museum of the Army and of Military
History, Brussels - Belgium Be sure not to
miss

this

unique

event.

prestigious speakers from Saint Petersburg,
Paris, London, Versailles, Vienna, Warsaw,
Stockholm or New York, as well as
numerous Belgian specialists will share
their

research

on

June

10

and

Placing the Author: Literary
Tourism in the Long Nineteenth
Century

11.

Collaborators from the finest fashion, textile

Elizabeth Gaskell’s House, 20th

and army museums of 12 countries will

June 2015

look into the situation “in the drawing room
and on the battlefield”. Topics such as

The nineteenth century witnessed a surge

uniforms,

decoration,

of enthusiasm for visiting places associated

technical

with authors and their works, and a related

fashion,

architecture,

textile

innovations

and

interior
industry,
industrial

espionage

interest

in

the

preservation

and

around 1815 will be discussed at length.

consecration of authors’ houses. In 1847

More intimate subjects will however also be

one of the world’s most famous sites of

broached: which fabrics were favoured by

literary tourism, the birthplace of William

empress Josephine Bonaparte or what did

Shakespeare at Stratford-upon-Avon, was

the Empire it-girls wear?

purchased

On June 12 the event will be
rounded off by a post-congress tour. The

and

established

by

the

Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, while the
first blue plaque was introduced in 1867 to
mark the birthplace of Lord Byron. What
6

did visitors to literary graves, houses and

Alongside the conference, we are

landscapes seek to experience and how was

also seeking contributions for the Placing

this mediated by the spaces themselves?

the Author blog, as well as the Postcard

How do writers’ houses ‘place’ the author:

Project. For more details, or to submit a

canonically, within a particular space and

post or a postcard, please e-mail the

time, and in the promotion of a carefully

organisers at placingtheauthor@gmail.com.

curated image of the author?

Film Screening: Sea Without
Shore
The much- anticipated new feature ‘Sea
Without Shore’, with sound design supervised
by Glenn Freemantle - Academy-Award® and
multiple BAFTA winner (Gravity) will screen
with Q+A’s in March/April at The Barbican,
Drawing Room, Elizabeth Gaskell’s House ©Joel Chester
Fildes

This conference will seek to address

The ICA, Birkbeck, Genesis Cinema and Dance
Pavilion South West.

these questions through a variety of panels,

Directed by Andre Semenza and Fernanda

including keynote papers by Professor

Lippi, founders of critically acclaimed

Helen

Anglo-Brazilian physical theatre company

Reas

Leahy

(Manchester)

and

Professor Nicola Watson (Open University)

Zikzira,

and a roundtable session will address

(“Stupendous” Time Out Critic’s Choice

questions around literary tourism and

“Intense, flashbacking and highly stylized

public engagement. For more information

dance drama” BBC). Sea Without Shore is set

please

in remote forest landscapes and interiors in

see

the

conference

placingtheauthor.wordpress.com

website:

makers

of

‘Ashes

of

God’

rural 19th century Sweden and was
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photographed in cinema-scope by award-

Julia Margaret Cameron: A

winning British director of photography,

Bicentenary Conference

Marcus Waterloo with a sound design
supervised

by

Academy-Award®

and

3-5 July 2015, University of

multiple BAFTA winner Glenn Freemantle

Portsmouth

(‘Gravity’).
A

rhythmically

captivating

exploration of love and loss between two

Keynote Speakers:
Professor Joanne Lukitsh (Massachusetts
College of Art and Design)

women at the fin de siècle, Sea Without

Professor Marion Wynne-Davies

Shore follows an amorous relationship
abruptly

cut

short.

The

stream-of-

consciousness narration, a collage of poetic

(University of Surrey)
Professor Lindsay Smith (University of
Sussex)

fragments, features words by 16th century
Lesbian poet Katherine Philips and 19th

The 2015 bicentennial anniversary of Julia

century fin de siècle poets Renée Vivien and

Margaret Cameron’s birth is a timely

Algernon

whose

opportunity for a reappraisal of the

agnostic, visionary poetry lend the film an

interdisciplinary significance of her work.

exhilarating quality.

The last twenty years have witnessed

Charles

Swinburne

“A powerful, hypnotic dance of
embodied emotion”
Catherine Maxwell, Queen Mary, University
of London

growing art-historical and literary interest
in this pioneer of Victorian photography, yet
much remains to be said about the range
and import of her cultural influences, as
well as her participation in Victorian

All the ‘event screenings’ of Sea Without

debates surrounding the arts and sciences,

Shore will feature a Q+A/Panel discussion

religion

with the directors, production team and

and

While

philosophy.

scholarship

on

the

distinguished speakers. During the summer

interrelations between Victorian visual and

of 2015 - The Whitechapel Gallery will

verbal cultures has flourished in the past

present a special double bill screening of

two decades, Julia Margaret Cameron’s

Ashes of God and Sea Without Shore followed

contribution to this paradigm has received

by a panel discussion.

relatively little attention. With the exception

For full details of screenings, please go to:
http://www.seawithoutshorethemovie.com

of

her

photographic

Tennyson’s

Idylls

of

illustrations
the

King,

of
her

engagement with biblical, classical and
literary narratives has been overlooked.
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Similarly, the critical focus on Cameron’s
photographic portraiture has occluded her
participation in wider Victorian artistic,
scientific,

philosophic

and

religious

discourses.
This conference aims to generate
renewed interest in Cameron’s intellectual
and aesthetic exchanges with Victorian
artists, theorists, writers, and scientists.
Planned

to

coincide

with

the

2015

bicentenary celebrations of her birth, it
aims to debate the importance and legacy of
her cultural contribution; to emphasise the
interdisciplinary

appeal

of

her

photography; and to examine her significant
engagement with key aspects of Victorian
technical and cultural innovation.
The conference will include an
evening performance of Virginia Woolf’s

The Literary London Society

Freshwater: A Comedy on Friday 3 July and

Annual Conference

an organised tour on Sunday 5 July to
Dimbola

Museum

and

Galleries,

Julia

Margaret Cameron’s home in Freshwater,
Isle of Wight.
For more information, please contact Drs
Patricia Pulham and Charlotte Boyce at
jmcbicentenary@port.ac.uk

‘London in Love’
22–24 July 2015
Hosted by the Institute of English
Studies, University of London
Plenary Speakers:
Imtiaz Dharker (poet, artist and
documentary film-maker)
Dr. Gregory Dart (University College
London)
Professor Kate Flint (University of Southern
California)
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This conference, which will be comprised of

exotic

panels roundtable sessions, will consider

heterocosms,

literature about, set in, inspired by, or

comedies of manners and family

alluding to central and suburban London

dramas.

and its environs, from the city’s roots in

•

and

supernatural
masques,

Inexplicability and impossibility

pre-Roman times to its imagined futures. In

of loving the city/of love in the

particular, the conference will explore the

city.

following topics:
•

•

Love and networks of power:
courtly and chivalric romances,

Romance narratives: marriage

the

and elopement plots, historical
romances,
quest’,

the

‘romance

Dark

confessional

narratives,

Bildungsroman’s

objects

For further information please contact Peter

of

petertajones@gmail.com or see the website:
http://www.literarylondon.org/conference

Love on/off the map, desire
and

landscapes

Add us on twitter (@LiteraryLondon).

of

infatuation.
•

Object Lessons: Sculpture and

Literary decadence: Deviance,
perversion,

prostitution,

the Production of Knowledge
Henry Moore Institute

eroticism and clandestine love

Conference, 3rd October 2015

plots.
•

The poetics of attachment and
betrayal:
literary

•

Sonnets,
and

Aubades,

folk

ballads,

This

conference

philosophical,

will

consider

pedagogical

the
and

Ghazals, Landays, Laments and

epistemological implications of the 'object

erotic verses.

lesson' for the production, display and

Alternatives

to

relationships:

Queer,

proscribed

reception of sculpture in the nineteenth

GLBTQ,

century. The object lesson was developed

and

by the influential Swiss educationalist

posthuman love stories; non-

Johann Heinrich 'Henry' Pestalozzi in the

romantic bonds of friendship

last quarter of the eighteenth century and

and kinship.

extended in Britain by the siblings Elizabeth

Romance drama: City comedies,

and Charles Mayo in the early nineteenth

multicultural,

•

city,

Jones at conference@literarylondon.org or

London as seducer or muse:
lines

the

the

desire.
•

vs.

pornography.

as

Romanticism,

court

sci-fi

century.
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Beginning with the concrete object,



The relationship between object

direct experience and observation, the

lessons, illustrations and teaching

object

manuals.

lesson

provided

a

mode

of

encountering the world through form,



material and process. The object lesson was
intended to operate without recourse to
written

language

by

providing

an

unmediated account of its own properties
through a guided encounter. The belief in
the capacity of teaching collections to
produce and circulate knowledge was

The afterlives of nineteenth-century
teaching collections.

The conference is programmed alongside
the exhibition Object Lessons in Gallery 4,
opening on 30 September 2015. For more
information, please contact Dr Rebecca
Wade

(rebecca.wade@henry-moore.org).

shaped by the political, intellectual and
moral economy of the nineteenth century
and

a

utilitarian

rather

than

the

connoisseurial model of the academy and
the art gallery.
Papers will focus on:






The

production,

collection

and

Migrating Texts: Subtitling |
Translation

|

Friday

13

Senate

House,

Adaptation

November
Malet

2015
Street,

London, WC1E 7HU

display of sculptures as didactic

We are very pleased to announce that

objects.

thanks to generous support from the

The

formation

of

teaching

London Arts and Humanities Partnership,

collections for the education of

Migrating Texts will be back for more

sculptors.

discussions of subtitling, translation and

The idea of knowledge embedded in

adaptation on Friday 13 November 2015.

materials and their natural and

Save the date! More updates coming soon.

industrial transformations.
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Conference Reports
BAVS is committed to supporting the activities of members, including conferences and events.
Below are some of the recent events which have benefitted from BAVS Funding. For more
information on BAVS events funding, please e-mail Amelia Yeates (BAVS Funding Officer:
yeatesa@hope.ac.uk) or go to: http://bavs.ac.uk/funding.

Thursday 4th September

BAVS 2014: Victorian

Anna: The programme was launched with a

Sustainability

video montage of images from the Victorian

University of Kent, 4-6th

era, assembled by conference organiser

September 2014

Wendy Parkins, whose seamless work in
creating a flawless flow throughout the
weekend cannot be overemphasized. Black-

On the 4-6th September 2014, the British

and-white photographs were juxtaposed

Association for Victorian Studies met for its

with

annual conference, this year hosted by the

paintings, with thematic tensions emerging

Centre for Victorian Literature and Culture

between the growing industrial city and the

at the University of Kent, Canterbury, to

natural world, suffering and decadence,

discuss

the

and

Pre-Raphaelite

of

‘Victorian

empire and rural life. The presentation

Postgraduate

conference

opened questions that were the guiding

reporters Simon Mackley (Exeter), Amanda

threads throughout the conference, linking

Sciampacone (Birkbeck) and Anna West (St

Victorian concerns to modern debates.

Sustainability’.

theme

Impressionist

Andrews) converse on the event.
Simon: Amidst the whirling images of

12

nature, industry, poverty, and ruin, the

session summed up the state of being a

element of the video that most struck me

postgraduate on the brink of moving into

was the inclusion of Edward Carpenter’s

the early-career zone in two William Blake

famous warning of an England ‘on the verge

images: an etching of a figure climbing a

of a dangerous precipice’, there being ‘not a

ladder to the moon with the caption ‘I want!

wheel in the whole machine which will not

I want!’ and the facing illustration of a man

give way under pressure’. This imagery of

drowning, captioned ‘Help! Help!’ Wood’s

the unsustainable, conveying a sentiment of

advice — Know the Landscape, Know the

nervous apprehension and unease about

PhD, and Know Yourself — offered an

the future, seemed to me to be at the heart

encouraging perspective on creating your

of the conference’s theme of sustainability,

own path in Victorian Studies. Laurence

and indeed set the tone for many of the

Scott (Arcadia) and Vybarr Cregan-Reid

talks over the following days.

(Kent)

shared

writing

for

Amanda: Moreover, the juxtaposition of
Victorian images of the beauty and horror of
industrialisation and imperial expansion
with photographs of the legacies and ruins

their
the

experiences

wider

with

marketplace,

reminding us that sometimes failure can be
more useful than success — especially in its
ability to help you grow.

of those processes powerfully demonstrate

Amanda: The first plenary session of the

that the issues that we are currently

conference

grappling with — such as pollution, famine,

(Courtauld) speaking on ‘William Morris’s

disease, and the exploitation of people and

Designs: The Extendability of Ornament and

resources — have a long, complex, and far-

the

reaching history. As Anna, Simon, and I

explored the conception of Morris’s designs

discovered, the conference delved into this

as a technique that mirrored the systems of

history of sustainability through a series of

nature and the processes of history. The

plenary

that

technical production of his designs — the

interrogated the literature, art, and visual

dyeing of the cloth with indigo and red

culture of the Victorian period.

madder, and the removal of colour with

and

panel

sessions

Anna: For a group of postgraduate students,
Thursday’s activities began a few hours
before the opening session with the
professionalization workshop, where fears
about the future after the PhD were

featured

Conjunctures

bleach

—

of

reflected

Caroline

History,’

a

Arscott

which

poetics

of

sustainability and the generative potential
of the patterns he created. For Arscott,
Morris’s designs mimicked the dependence
of things in nature and of people in society.

addressed in a discussion of sustainable

Anna: My afternoon commenced with the

paths post-PhD. Alison Wood’s (Cambridge)

chance to discuss the idea of ‘Eco-Hardy’
13

with Michael Davis (UWE Bristol), exploring

Amanda: I then attended ‘The Brontës:

the way Hardy depicts the relationship

Landscape, Heritage and Conservation’

between

the

session, where Amber Pouliot (Leeds)

environment. Davis’s paper focused on the

highlighted how the relentless obsession

ambiguous boundary between self and the

with specific sites associated with the lives

material world as negotiated by sensation

and myths of the Brontës ignored the very

and perception in The Return of the Native,

literary attributes that made their novels

while my paper looked at the parallel effects

important in the first place. Christopher

of toxic environments on sheep and humans

Yiannitsaros

in the cancelled sheep-rot chapter from Far

discussion of the spatial presence of the

From the Madding Crowd.

Brontës in his paper on the Brontë

his

characters

and

Simon and Amanda: We attended the
panel

session

on

‘Symbiology’,

which

featured papers by Regenia Gagnier, Paul
Young, and Corinna Wagner from the
University

Exeter.

the

Parsonage Museum, interwar literature on
the sisters, and the different ways the
Brontës were consumed by readers of this
literature and visitors to the museum.
Simon: I, meanwhile, went to the panel on

provided the methodological approach for

the Digital Humanities, and how they might

the panel by explaining the circulation of

contribute to the sustainability of Victorian

actants through global processes and local

studies. Clare Horrocks (LJMU) spoke about

environments, and deftly demonstrated

her experiences as the academic lead for

how

the

Cengage’s new Punch digital archive, and

humanities as a whole, makes necessary

the many ways in which Punch has more to

contributions to social debates both past

offer the scholar of Victorian Studies than

and present. Putting this approach into

just its famous illustrations. Michaela

practice, Young examined the production of

Mahlberg (Nottingham) also introduced a

tinned meat as represented in late-Victorian

new tool for Victorianists, speaking on the

romance novels, and how these texts

CLiC tool for analysing cognitive poetics,

revealed multi-layered networks of trade

using

and conflicting beliefs in the ecological

demonstrate its uses. Both papers stressed

effects of industrialisation. Wagner closed

the importance of design considerations in

the panel with a paper on the pathological

producing such tools, and the discussion

paintings of the Chinese artist Lum Qua, and

afterwards reminded all present that the

the ways in which they were part of a global

digital humanities is never just about the

exchange of art, medicine, and aesthetic

uploading of existing material, but the

method,

Gagnier’s

continued

paper

this

of

(Warwick)

and

indeed

the

writings

of

Dickens

to

concerns about the body.
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creation of brand new archives and

animals in Britain, juxtaposing the assertion

approaches.

of

Anna: In the ‘Sustaining Childhood’ panel,
Alice Crossley (Bishop Grosseteste) and
Barbara Franchi (Kent) discussed the idea
that nostalgic moments from childhood can
become emotive repositories for collective
memories.

Crossley

provided

a

close

analysis of Thackeray’s Roundabout Papers
and Franchi studied the legacy of Peter Pan
in A.S. Byatt’s The Children’s Book with its
representations of war and trauma.

superiority

through

the

‘civilized’

domesticity of British animals against the
fascination with exotic species that sparked
hybridization experiments first through the
London Zoological Society and later on
private estates. Ritvo discussed the creation
of acclimatization societies in the UK and
abroad (which sought to introduce new
species locally, to hybridize local and
foreign animals, and to disseminate local
animals abroad) — as well as the harmful
effects of attempts to colonize even the flora

Amanda: The first day of the conference

and fauna of the empire. She closed with a

closed with a drinks reception sponsored by

consideration of the way DNA analysis —

Gale Cenage for the launch of Punch online,

while

a project headed by Clare Horrocks that saw

boundaries — can undermine the cultural

the full digitization and cataloguing of the

distinction between domestic and wild.

illustrated periodical Punch. Providing a
comprehensive and complete archive of
Punch, including numerous images and
Punch almanacs that are now newly
accessible
Cengage

online,
have

Horrocks

created

an

and

Gale

invaluable

resource for scholars and students.

Friday 5th September

working

to

assert

taxonomic

Simon: After the plenary was my own panel
on ‘Imperial Sustainability’. Di Drummond
(Leeds Trinity) discussed the role of
railways and race sustainability in the
imperial

visions

of

Victorian

Britain,

exploring in particular the relationship
between technology and the civilising
mission. Second was Hannah Lewis-Bill
(Exeter), whose paper examined how tea

Anna: Harriet Ritvo (MIT) presented the

was fetishized by late Victorian society,

second plenary lecture of the conference,

inventing

problematizing the boundary between wild

otherness, which then led to a modification

and domestic animals through a discussion

of ideas of Britishness. My own paper, on

of nineteenth-century hybridization and

the idea of sustainability in Liberal rhetoric

acclimatization efforts. Her talk, ‘“One Little

on the Transvaal Crisis, completed the

Isle an Everywhere”: Britain as Microcosm’,

panel, and in the discussion that followed it

explored the paradoxical attitudes towards

was great to see the number of connections

first

an

image

of

Chinese
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we could draw between our research

imagery, especially in Dickens’s A Tale of

interests.

Two Cities with the danger of collective

Amanda: I had the great pleasure of
chairing ‘Waste, Death and Decay’ for my
first panel of the day. Mary Addyman
(Warwick) began with a paper on the
hoarder in Charles Dickens’s Our Mutual
Friend, which positioned the hoarder as a
figure of terror and revulsion precisely
because they could not correctly determine
what was rubbish and what was valuable,
undermining the importance of the object in
the construction of meaning. Turning to
another Dickens novel, Ursula Kluwick
(Berne) showed how Bleak House stressed

emotion ‘flooding’ the ‘natural springs of
sympathy’, while Derek Ball’s (Leicester)
paper discussed Eliot’s relationship with
mathematics in her life and works both as a
reassuring and destabilizing way of looking
at the world, with Euclid’s logical axiomatic
deductive methods providing concrete rules
to order the world on one hand and the
emergence of alternate geometrics as
popularized by Clifford — which, for
example, posited that the sum of angles in a
triangle did not always add up to 180
degrees — on the other.

the entanglement between human and

Simon: The imperial theme continued after

environmental pollution, as it framed

lunch,

pollution as a personal encounter and

relationships between the environment and

forced readers to look back on themselves

imperialism. The work of Rider Haggard

to understand that the source of the

was the focus of the papers given by John

Thames’s pollution was their bodily waste.

Miller (Sheffield) and Elvan Mutlu (Kent).

Claire Wood (York) concluded the panel

Despite

with a paper that demonstrated how

Solomon’s Mines, Miller argued, it was a

Abraham Lincoln was represented as a

fundamentally political work and closely

saintly figure, whose death was framed as a

related to Haggard’s support for land

redemptive sacrifice for a divided nation,

reform in England. Mutlu’s paper followed

while his corpse became an abject and

along

unruly challenge to this hagiographic

relationship between the land and country

narrative of incorruptibility.

life in Colonel Quaritch, V.C. By way of

Anna: In ‘Ethics and Sustainable Sympathy’,
the uniting thread was the paradoxical
nature of using the same metaphor to both
create and undermine constructions of

with

the

a

panel

exploring

otherworldliness

similar

lines,

of

exploring

the

King

the

contrast, David Ibitson demonstrated how
idealised relationships between Empire,
nature, and masculinity became the subject
of parody in the works of Jerome K. Jerome.

ethics. Pamela Gilbert (Florida) and Melissa

Anna: What struck me about this panel —

Jenkins (Wake Forest) focused on water

which I also attended — was how Miller
16

showed the way King Solomon’s Mines

and transport that dictated life in the Cape

subverts its own mythologizing of imperial

Colony.

colonial capitalism, with his focus on land
reform in England tying into Mutlu’s
consideration of sustainability through
preservation of trees and the land to
preserve cultural memory. Ibitson’s paper
also looked at mythologized narratives of
exploits in Africa, taking a humorous lens on
the resulting parodies of constructions of
masculinity from such narratives, as for
example in Jerome K. Jerome’s Three Men on
a Boat.

Amanda: I then joined a panel I coorganized with Jennifer Tucker (Wesleyan)
and Jo Waugh (York St. John), entitled
‘Dangerous

Currents:

Environments

of

Hidden Risk in the Victorian Imagination.’
Waugh’s paper explored the invisible
dangers of airborne contagion and rabies in
Charlotte Brontë’s novel Shirley, and the
ways

in

boundaries

which
of

the

they

breached

female

body

the
and

threatened identity. Shifting from literature

Amanda: Meanwhile, I attended the panel

to visual culture, I discussed how medical

‘Sustainable Aesthetics,’ which began with a

imagery linked cholera with the weather,

paper by Angela Dunstan (Kent) that

framing the disease in the Victorian

examined Henry James’s novel Roderick

imagination as an atmospheric agent that

Hudson,

could

and showed how the

novel

contaminate

England.

Finally,

suggested the unsustainability of the artistic

Tucker’s paper examined photographs of

medium

economic

industrial air pollution, and stressed how

networks inherent in the art market, and

these images were crucial visual evidence

the circulation of literature in the late-

used in scientific investigations of pollution

Victorian period. Nicole Bush (Durham)

and in developments in environmental

then presented on the kaleidoscope, which

regulation.

of

sculpture,

the

she argued was more than a field of
representation; it was a technology of
creation that unfolded in time through the
hand of the user and produced new
meaning out of fractured forms. Sarah
Gundry (KCL) returned to the theme of
circulation by exploring how the Cape
Monthly Magazine was influenced by print
culture in Britain and was part of the
imperial networks of trade, communication,

Anna: Next up for me was the ‘Victorian
Nature Writing’ panel, which examined
sustainability in relationship to science. Will
Abberley (Oxford) and Sue Edney (Bath
Spa) explored the works of naturalists like
Charles Kingsley and Phillip Henry Gosse,
with Abberley’s paper considering attempts
to reconcile natural religion with the
growing realization that nature, rather than
offering a pattern of morality, was full of
ruses and deceptions and Edney’s paper
17

discussing Gosse’s admiration of the natural

instead proposed to explore the idea of

world underwater, which he made visible

sustainability

through the aquarium — a microcosm of

ideologies. Arguing that the neopagan

the sea, to link to Ritvo’s paper — and

movement

illustrations in The Ocean. Ruth Heholt

engagement with ideas concerning man’s

(Falmouth) focused on Catherine Crewe as a

place in the world, he suggested that the

connection
her

Victorian

represented

a

pagan

decade-long

between

Victorian

rise of ideas of ecology were essentially

and

spiritualism,

linked to wider ideas of the natural system.

environmentalism
examining

through

depictions

of

the

In a wide-ranging talk touching upon the

supernatural in the natural, especially with

ideas of Walter Pater and exploring literary

ghost dogs and canine ghost hunters.

themes

Simon: For the third parallel session of the
day I attended a wide-ranging panel on
intellectual

and

environmental

of

the

pagan

environment,

Denisoff’s talk drew upon many of the
conferences themes and made for a
fascinating end to the afternoon.

sustainability. Speaking first, Jock Macleod

Simon: The day’s business was not done yet

(Griffith) used the ‘mental crisis’ of J. S. Mill

however, and the conference moved swiftly

as a starting point for a wider examination

on to the AGM — for which there was a

of the role of emotion in the new liberalism,

promisingly high turnout, particularly of

emphasising in particular the temporal

postgraduate members. In his president’s

dimensions of liberal emotionality. Roslyn

report, Rohan McWilliam (Anglia Ruskin)

Jolly (UNSW) followed, devoting her paper

announced a record BAVS membership of

to exploring the idea of mindfulness in

7800

Victorian travel writing, exploring how

conferences BAVS had ever had. Handing

Ford, Kinglake, and Urquhart each sought to

over to web officers Clare Wood and Will

present their travels as beneficial escapes

Abberley, the meeting saw the launch of the

from modern civilisation. David Amigoni

new bavs.ac.uk website: amongst the new

(Keele) rounded off the session with a

features, the website contains a directory of

paper

BAVS

re-examining

the

idea

of

an

and

praised

members,

one

acts

of

as

a

the

hub

best

for

intellectual aristocracy, and particularly the

advertising future events and activities, and

notion of the family as environment.

will host a series of videos by leading

Simon: The third keynote of the conference
was

delivered

by

Dennis

Denisoff

(Ryerson), who questioned whether it is
right

for

Victorianists

environmental

to

responsibility,

speak

of

Dennisoff

Victorianists,

exploring

interdisciplinary

approaches to the field and made available
to the public. Hilary Fraser (Birkbeck) was
announced as BAVS’ next president, to take
office in 2015. Describing it as a huge
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honour, Fraser spoke about how helpful she

asylum, medical staff devoted considerable

had found BAVS early on in her career, and

care to improving the lives of long-stay

thus understood how important it was for

patients through attention to questions of

BAVS to continue its successes in the years

nutrition and entertainment. The question

to come.

of entertainment in the asylum neatly fitted
in with the second paper by Melissa Dickson

Saturday 6th September

(Oxford), which examined the theorised

Simon and Amanda: The final morning of
the conference for us started with a panel
exploring landscapes and legacies in the
Victorian era. Presenting a paper on the
relationship between the Victorians and the
Lake District, Paul Readman (KCL) invited
us to reconsider why it was that the region
was so valued by the Victorians. Suggesting
that the preservationist movement was
founded on more than just aesthetic
concerns, Readman instead argued that the
distinctiveness

of

the

Lake

District’s

benefits of musical instruments, including
the infamous katzenclavier, as treatments
for disorder in the Victorian era. Returning
us to the asylum, the final paper of the
session by Michela Vanon Alliata (Venice,
Ca’ Foscari) explored Stoker’s engagement
with psychology in Dracula, the emotional
instability of both psychiatrist and patient
in the characters of Dr Seward and Renfield
illustrating Stoker’s wider interests in the
developing

fields

of

psychiatry

and

neurology.

historical landscape made it a source of

Amanda: The last panel of the conference

patriotic pride, becoming in a sense the

for me was ‘Preservation and Sustainability

common property of the people. Jo Taylor

Beyond Victorian Britain’. Moving across

(Keele) followed on the theme by discussing

the world to the Ottoman Empire, Ceylan

the poetry of Ernest Hartley Coleridge,

Kosker (Aberystwyth) re-evaluated the

which effaces the negative events in the life

poetry of Violet Fane, which, in its critical

of his grandfather Samuel Taylor Coleridge

commentary on the rule of the Sultan,

to stress that his ancestor was worthy of

revealed anxieties about the untenable

being memorialized in Somerset — a

nature

landscape that is deeply English.

Capancioni’s (Bishop Grosseteste) paper

Simon: For the final parallel session I
attended

the

panel

on

‘Psychological

Sustainability’. In a paper examining life at
Caterham Asylum, Stef Eastcoe (Birkbeck)
demonstrated how, contrary to traditional
perceptions of the Victorian long-stay

of

colonial

power.

Claudia

also explored British representations of
foreign peoples and places by focusing on
Janet Ross’s publications and their role in
preserving the history of rural Italian
culture. Finally, Jenny Holt (Meiji) ended the
panel with a presentation on Victorian
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critiques of Japan’s rapid industrialization,

‘historiographical fallacy’ in seeking to

which challenged notions of the cultural

match up a parallel literary and historical

dichotomies between Asia and Europe by

archive. Instead, Armstrong urged scholars

positioning the traditional Japanese lifestyle

to think about what kind of history the text

as a sustainable model to be emulated by

produces, looking at the form of the novel as

the West.

an open enquiry and asking questions

Anna: The last panel opened questions of
‘Sustenance & Sustainability in Landscape,
Vision, & Visual Arts’, looking at renderings
— visual and written — of emotional and
physical sustainability in the works of
Hardy, Eliot, Dickens, and the painter Luke

rather than trying to give answers. She
called for a closer attention to form and
aesthetics and emphasized that scholars
should respect how the novel changes and
shapes history rather than attempting to
impose history onto the text.

Fildes. Sophie Gilmartin (RHUL) explored

Simon: For historians, the president’s

ideas of vigil and epiphany in Far From the

roundtable was likewise a call to arms.

Madding Crowd and Middlemarch; Juliet

Following on from Armstrong’s rejection of

John (RHUL) discussed Dickens’s lesser

the excesses of the historicist turn, Emma

known travel writings American Notes and

Griffin (UEA) highlighted how the twin

Pictures from Italy to consider the influence

reluctances of historians to adopt for their

of

global

research the label of the Victorian era and

community of literature and art; and Laura

to engage with Victorian life-writing as a

MacCulloch (RHUL) analysed the social and

historical source are continuing to limit our

cultural context of artistic choices in Fildes’s

contributions to Victorian Studies. Instead,

painting, Applicants for Admission to the

she argued, historians of the Victorian era

Casual Ward, with attention to the way the

need to place a focus on emotional life at the

artist made the state of urban welfare

heart of their research — and to not be

palatable to the middle-class sensibilities of

afraid of allowing their own emotions space

his audience.

in their writing.

Anna: In the closing panel, our president

Amanda: Likewise, scholars of art, theatre,

invited

from

and visual culture were asked to think

literature, one from history and one from

critically about the state of the field. Kate

theatre — to discuss the question, what

Newey (Exeter) expressed how visual

needs reappraisal in Victorian Studies?

culture and visuality must be seen as

Isobel Armstrong (Birkbeck) opened the

distinct manifestations of visual experience.

conversation, pointing out the tendency of

She, therefore, called for a recalibration in

literary

the shape of the field with the active body at

urban

environments

three

scholars

criticism

on

—

to

a

one

commit
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its centre, claiming that it would offer a

looking to new forms of ‘impact’ and

productive way to look at the circulation of

involvement with the wider community as

ideas across generic boundaries. Moreover,

well as to the continued support of

Newey argued for the vital role that cross-

postgraduates and early-career doctorates

disciplinary practices play in Victorian

who will help shape the future academic

Studies, stating that cross-disciplinarity

climate.

(rather

a

conference — which was supplemented by

stronger and better term for the work that

plentiful lunch spreads, elegant Victorian

many of us do and which many of us are

tea cakes, a delicious conference dinner, and

encouraged to continue doing to sustain the

an abundance of beverages — is not to be

field of Victorian Studies.

overlooked, as scholars working on all

Simon:

than

These

interdisciplinarity)

challenges

is

issued,

the

discussion was opened out to the whole
room and an intense whirlwind of debates
followed. The inclusiveness of Victorian
Studies as a field was also called into

The

convivial

spirit

of

the

aspects of Victorian Studies had the
opportunity to carry on the discussions that
overflowed from the panels as well as to
engage in conversations on new paths for
exploration.

question, and despite the high level of

Simon: So it was therefore that the end of

postgraduate contribution to the conference

the conference mirrored the start: at the

it was agreed that still more could be and

end of a conference celebrating all that the

needed to be done to treat PhD students as

Victorian Studies have to offer, there was

part

scholarly

nonetheless that same energy of nervous

community. Furthermore, the sustainability

apprehension and unease about the future.

of Victorian Studies itself could not be taken

As the event wound down and many of us

for granted: the field, and indeed the

found ourselves on the same train hurtling

Humanities

under

back towards London, the buzz and energy

unprecedented attack, and the defence

of the last three days stayed with us: the

cannot just be limited to the academy. If

conference may have come to an end, but

galleries are closed, if schools do not teach

we have no doubt that the debates it raised

the subject, then who, it was asked, will

will be sustained in the months and years to

want to study the Victorian era? What form

come.

of

an

interconnected

more

widely

are

can a resistance take?

Simon Mackley (Exeter),

Anna: At the same time, the attendance and

Amanda Sciampacone (Birkbeck)

focus of the conference prove that there is a

and Anna West (St Andrews)

diverse group of scholars willing to foster
the continued growth of Victorian Studies,
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VPFA 6th Annual Conference:

opening, elucidating ways of describing a

Treasures and Trash

nineteenth century hangover when the
word did not come into use in this sense

IES, 8-10th July 2014

until 1904 – and perhaps suggesting caution
at the evening’s wine reception…

With over ninety attendees, the Victorian

Tuesday’s parallel panels, ‘Supernatural

Popular Fiction Association’s ‘Treasures

Treasures’

and Trash’ brought together like-minded

demonstrated

Victorian

of

interdisciplinary nature of the event. While

‘sensational’ papers, covering topics from

‘Supernatural Treasures’ explored ghostly

drinking to the evolution of the Penny

elements of Victorian popular literature,

Dreadful. The parallel panels facilitated an

such as uncanny objects and occult fiction,

excellent, packed programme that included

‘Domestic

three special author panels on Wilkie

interiors of the Victorian home, bringing

Collins, Mary Elizabeth Braddon and Ouida,

together

a great demonstration of the VPFA’s

furnishings and dressmaking. The day

commitment to the study of neglected

culminated with the VPFA AGM, giving an

popular writers. The keynote on ‘The

active voice to all members in deciding the

Victorian Hangover’ delivered by Jonathon

theme for next year’s conference and future

Shears (Keele University) was a fitting

events, and the launch of the long-

scholars

for three

days

and

‘Domestic
the

diverse

Treasures’
papers

anticipated

Mary

Treasures’,

focused

about

and

on

art

Elizabeth

the

prints,

Braddon

Association by Janine Hatter (University of
Hull) and Anna Brecke (University of Rhode
Island).
This was a very welcoming conference
for the first-timers among us, with many
postgraduates giving papers and chairing
panels. The inclusion of an informal
postgraduate

training

session,

giving

students advice about everything from
navigating the world of Open Access
publishing to the finer points of grant
writing and organising public engagement
activities,

also

showed

the

VPFA’s

investment in its postgraduate members
and their professional development.
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Wednesday began with the ‘Treasure
Seeking’,

‘Inheritance’

and

‘Dangerous

business owners as represented in the
public

imagination,

and

Stevenson’s

Objects’ panels. ‘Treasure Seeking’ managed

experiences of Hawaii’s leper colony on the

to include everything from ‘imaginative

island of Molokai and English attitudes to

play’ and Indian diamonds to colonial/class

colonial

threat and the reincarnation of ‘the lover’s

explored revolutionary women and their

soul’. Simultaneously, in the ‘Inheritance’

role in fiction as well as their place in the

session,

Dictionary of National Biography.

inheritance

laws,

women’s

disease.

‘Creating

Treasures’

treasures and contagious diseases were

The afternoon began with an engaging

examined by Hyunsoo Jang (Michigan State

reading session about Penny Dreadfuls,

University), Angharad Eyre (QMUL) and

where delegates participated in an open

Anna-Louise

Ruskin),

discussion, encouraging a lively exchange of

demonstrating key legal, economic and

ideas. This was followed by Karen Attar’s

medical influences on Victorian literature.

presentation

‘Dangerous

new

treasure/trash fiction collection, and a

approach to Victorian relationships with

fascinating explanation of what constitutes

material objects; Thomas Graf (Universitat

Victorian

Regensburg), Susan Shelangoskie (Lourdes

institutions

University)

resumed, introducing the diverse themes of

Russel

(Anglia

Objects’

and

provided

a

Christopher

Gage

of

‘treasure’
today.

Senate

House’s

for

libraries

and

The

panels

then

(University of Florida) discussed issues

‘Literary

including Sherlock Holmes’s high disgust

Improvement’ and ‘Dickens and Material

threshold and what it tells us about

Culture’. In the latter, Emily Bowles

Victorian

technology

(University of York) and Maureen England

(specifically photography) as value-neutral

(KCL) explored the literary and material

but conceived as a social tool and even a

afterlife of Dickens and his characters,

prosthetic.

whilst

masculinity,

and

Next, in the ‘Corrupting Clubs’ panel,
Laurel Brake (Birkbeck), James Machin

Cross-Dressing’,

Mary

Addyman

‘Reading

(University

for

of

Warwick) concluded the panel with her
research on hoarders.

(Birkbeck) and Emma Butcher (University

The day closed with special author

of Hull) demonstrated the decadent side of

panels on Braddon, Collins and Ouida. In the

fin-de-siècle fiction, their papers covering a

Collins panel, chaired by Mariaconcetta

broad range of ‘anxious’ topics such as

Costantini (University of Chieti), the first

higher journalism, literary failure and

two papers focused intensely on disability,

paternal

the

whilst Kathleen Hudson (University of

Extreme’ saw enlightening presentations on

Sheffield) discussed female power and

the double worlds of coal miners and

value. The Braddon panel saw the neglected

infanticide.

‘Witnessing
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author

vindicated,

with

Anna

Brecke

represented.

The

conference’s

(University of Rhode Island), Janine Hatter

panels,

(University of Hull) and Jo Knowles

‘Consuming and Adulteration’, brought us

(Liverpool

University)

full circle; papers on temperance fiction and

establishing intertextuality and themes of

female delicacy invoked Shears’s opening

redemption. Ouida was a great inclusion in

keynote and his research on the hangover,

this

specifically the temperance pledge as a kind

John

event,

and

Moores

this

panel

involved

of

connection as well as her use of the

representations of drunkenness.

like Tennyson.

hangover

Bodies’

exploration of Ouida’s well-known canine
Arthurian legend in contrast with writers

legal

‘Unspeakable

closing

and

and

gendered

The conference’s focus on the oftenoverlooked, and the incredible diversity of

The final day opened with ‘Imperial

work represented, meant that delegates

Treasures’, ‘Literary Appropriation’ and

went away with a new appreciation for

‘Marketing

‘Imperial

some lesser-known Victorians – and a

Treasures’ saw papers on the Arabian

reading list to reflect this. With many

Nights in nineteenth-century Egypt, Marie

thanks to Kirsty Bunting, Janine Hatter and

Corelli and Egyptiana and imperialism at

Helena Ifill for organising an excellent,

home in Jane Eyre. ‘Literary Appropriation’

thought-provoking event.

gave

Victorian

Dickens

a

Fiction’:

sound

beating

and

Emily Bowles (York) and

established the wider Victorian market, as

Emma Butcher (Hull),

Edward Lloyd’s Oliver Twiss and Nickolas

BAVS bursary recipients

Nickelberry were discussed by Sarah Lill
(Northumbria University) and Ann M. Hale
(University of Greenwich) established a preexisting Irene Adler model in Revelations of
a Lady Detective. ‘Marketing Victorian
Fiction’ brought Penny Dreadfuls to the
modern day, investigating their survival and
the marketing of Victorian popular fiction
by today’s publishers.
Judith

Flanders’s

insightful

keynote

elaborated on the on-going theme of
Victorian appropriation, discussing the
idealised concept of the home and how
Victorian audiences (and audiences today)
conceive of it and expect it to be
24

The Rise and Fall of Victorian

iterations of what we might call literary

Biography

biography in the form of Wordsworth’s

University of Hull, 16th July 2014

Fenwick Notes, and reinterpretation of the
tropes of biography in the form of lesbian
biomythography in the twentieth century,
drawing on the roman-à-clef genre and
challenging the notion of biography’s
decline as attendees saw its influence on the
life-writing

that

followed.

Dr

Trev

Broughton’s (University of York) excellent
keynote investigated the notion of a rise
and fall in the genre through an exploration
of the very successful, but little-known
today, biography of Captain Hedley Vicars
by Catherine Marsh.
The day began with a panel on
‘Family Perspectives’, in which Melissa
‘The Rise and Fall of Victorian Biography’

Griffiths (University of Liverpool), Kathy

welcomed attendees and panelists from

Rees (Anglia Ruskin University) and Janine

across the nineteenth and early twentieth

Hatter (University of Hull) discussed three

century, bringing together like-minded

very different works with overlapping

scholars for a day of diverse interpretations

themes. Melissa Griffiths’s paper on William

of the theme. This event was the first step

Rossetti’s biography of his siblings explored

towards establishing a Northern Victorian

the ways in which the lesser-known

Network, aimed at organising events for

Rossetti negotiated his own importance in

Victorianists at northern universities, and

the

this event was put together to encourage a

emphasising his brother’s artistic talents

dialogue across periods both as to what

while denigrating his sister’s poetry in

Victorian

its

order to highlight her domestic role and his

contemporary readers, what came before in

relationship with her over the creative

terms of life-writing, what came after and

relationship his siblings had. Kathy Rees

what it means for us today – through the

presented 'Edmund Gosse’s Father and Son:

deliberately

to

A Case Study of the Tension between Text

Victorian biography’s ‘rise and fall’. As such,

and Image in Biography', discussing the

the event saw papers on the earliest

representation of Gosse’s mother and the

biography

meant

provocative

for

allusion

lives

of

Christina

and

Dante,
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insertion of carefully-chosen photographs

(University of Sunderland) began the panel

and images to counter her strict religious

with an insightful look at autobiographies of

upbringing, and create the mother he

famous spiritualists and the politics of

wished he had. Janine Hatter’s paper, ‘The

representation in a male-dominated genre.

Unfinished

Mary

This sparked some lively discussion over

Elizabeth Braddon’, provided insight into

the nature of spiritualism and why these

the writing of Braddon’s autobiography and

particular women engaged with it. James

its emphasis on her relationship with her

Jiang’s (University of Cambridge) paper on

mother. Like Dickens, Braddon only wrote

William James and his scientific approach to

about her childhood; unlike Dickens’s

life-writing was an excellent companion

fragmented

piece, thinking about the nature and

Autobiography

of

autobiographical

work,

Braddon wrote hundreds of pages.

classification of autobiography. The panel

The second panel of the day,
‘Revision and Control’, saw discussions of
Wordsworth’s Fenwick Notes, neo-Victorian
writing and Jane Austen’s reputation in
China. All three papers brought out the
concerns around controlling representation

closed with Ellen Ricketts (University of
Hull) discussing the origins of lesbian
biomythography

in

the

writing

of

Christopher St. John, and the ways in which
twentieth century writing engaged with
nineteenth century tropes.

in contrasting ways, and Matthew Crofts’s

Our

final

panel

of

the

day

(University of Hull) discussion of The

introduced some local connections, as

Flashman

modern

Simon Spier (University of York) delivered

perspective to the question of selective self-

his paper on John Ward Knowles’s York

representation

mid-nineteenth

Artists and the establishment of an artists’

century. This theme would have even

collective outside of a London-centric

greater resonance in the last panel of the

model. As well as Clare Walker Gore’s

day, ‘Creating New Bodies’, where Clare

interrogation

Walker Gore (University of Cambridge)

representations of disability, Anna Maria

explored biographical representation of

Barry (Oxford Brookes University) explored

Arthur

some

Papers
in

brought
the

Macmorrough

a

Kavanagh,

who

late

of

operatic

biographical

autobiographies,

suffered a lifelong physical disability but

including Sims Reeves Life and Recollections

lived the life of a Victorian gentlemen

and

nonetheless,

autobiography,

becoming

a

successful

adventurer and family man.
The

afternoon

its

mix

of
and

Gothic

stories

Charles

and

Santley's

emphasis on himself as an explorer and
opened

with

traveller to reinforce his masculine identity.

‘(Re)Negotiating Identity’, and Jamie Spears
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Dr

Trev

Broughton’s

keynote,

Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under REA

‘Saving Lives: A Victorian Biographer at Mid-

grant agreement n° 299000, and supported

Century’,

Catherine

by the British Association for Victorian

Marsh’s biography of Captain Hedley Vicars,

Studies (BAVS), took place at the Faculty of

influential for a large part of the nineteenth

English on the 25th and 26th September

and early twentieth century and referenced

2014. It involved three keynotes (by

by authors from Margaret Oliphant to

Professor Ross Forman, Warwick; Dr Peter

Virginia Woolf, but largely forgotten today,

Yeandle, Manchester; and Dr Hazel Waters,

and was a fitting end to an exciting

Institute of Race Relations, London), fifteen

conference

marginalised

papers from several countries (the UK, the

Victorian figures and neglected forms. The

US, Canada, Italy, India, Germany, and

breadth of research going on in the field of

France), a project presentation, as well as a

Victorian

Magic Lantern Show.

introduced

filled

us

to

with

biography

was

particularly

inspiring.

The conference, promoted through

Thanks are due to Professor Valerie
Sanders and the University of Hull for
facilitating the event. The organisers (Emily
Bowles, University of York and Emma
Butcher, University of Hull) are grateful to
all chairs, panelists, attendees and our
excellent keynote for enabling an exciting
and enlightening discussion on all things
biography-related.

all the major professional and academic
associations and mailing lists, gathered
about 30 delegates, and was introduced by
Professor Helen Small, Director of Research.
All papers were met with great interest;
time for discussion was left after each
session, as well as after the keynotes and
the project presentation. The well-attended
Magic Lantern Show, by Mervyn Heard, was
particularly appreciated for showing slides

Emily Bowles (York)

on a number of subjects (slavery, ‘oriental’
shows, travels to ‘exotic’ countries) that
were central to the conference.
The conference should result in a

The ‘Exotic’ Body in 19th-century

collected book of essays, which will feature

British Drama

a selection of the papers, as well as

University of Oxford, 25-26th

contributions from the keynote speakers.

September 2014

All conference sponsors will be duly
acknowledged.

The conference, funded by the The People
Programme (Marie Curie Actions) of the
European

Union’s

Seventh

Framework

Dr Tiziana Morosetti (Oxford),
Conference Conevor
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Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu

On 16th October the event was

Bicentenary Conference

hosted by the Trinity Long Room Hub, the

Trinity College Dublin, 15-16th
October 2014
The Le Fanu Conference was organised by
Valeria Cavalli and Jarlath Killeen of the
School of English, Trinity College Dublin,
and it took place on the 15-16th October
2014. The aim of the conference was to
celebrate the life and promote the work of
the Irish Victorian writer Joseph Sheridan
Le Fanu on the occasion of the bicentenary
of his birth. I am delighted to inform you
that the event was an absolute success.

Arts and Humanities Research Institute of
Trinity College Dublin. Over the whole day,
three guest speakers of the calibre of Prof.
Victor Sage (East Anglia), Prof. Gaïd Girard
(Brest, France), and Prof. Alison Milbank
(Nottingham) alternated with two panels of
four papers each. The panellists came from
various European countries and from the
Unites States, and included post-graduate
researchers, independent scholars, and
academics. We were delighted to receive a
proposal

from

Prof.

Richard

Haslam

(Philadelphia), who also wrote extensively
on Le Fanu and Irish Gothic, but whom we

The conference opened at the Arts

were unable to invite because of financial

Council of Ireland on the evening of 15

restrictions. As was the case with the Arts

October with a plenary address by Prof. W.

Council, the Trinity Long Room Hub was

J. McCormack, Le Fanu’s main biographer

also very supportive and provided the

and an eminent name in the field of Irish

venue and refreshments free of charge.

studies. The Arts Council occupies the house
on Merrion Square where Le Fanu lived
most of his life and wrote most of his work.
The Arts Council expressed great interest in
the event since the very early stages, and
the Chair of the Council was glad to
welcome a full house and to introduce Prof.
McCormack. The Arts Council also agreed to
let us use their library room free of charge
and was as kind as to provide refreshment.
It was a unique opportunity for all the
attendees to gain access to a building which
is usually closed to the public.

The conference operated on a small
budget: since it was our intention to raise
awareness of the original and influential
work of J. S. Le Fanu, we decided not to
charge a registration fee, so as to make the
event accessible to as many people as
possible, including students, scholars, and
non-academic members of the community
with an interest in Victorian Gothic fiction.
The response was very positive: the limited
seats at the Arts Council were booked out
one month before the actual event, and
many people attended the second day of
talks in the more spacious venue at Trinity
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could not have taken place without BAVS’s
financial support.
Dr Valeria Cavalli
(Trinity College Dublin)

The Northern NineteenthCentury Network:
Victorian Legacies
(no booking required), including members

Huddersfield University, 29th

of the Le Fanu family. Apart from the

October 2014

services

received

in-kindness,

the

conference received financial support from
the School of English, the Trinity Trust, and
BAVS.

BAVS’s

invaluable

contribution

allowed us to cover the travel and
accommodation expenses for Prof. Girard.

The Northern Nineteenth-Century Network
hosted its first bi-annual event, a workshop
on the theme of Victorian Legacies, at the
University of Huddersfield on the afternoon
of Wednesday 29th October 2014. The event
was generously sponsored by the British

The conference talks were recorded

Association of Victorian Studies, which

and are available for download from our

provided funding for transport costs for

website:

PGR and academic staff. It was attended by

www.josephsheridanlefanu.wordpress.com.

more than twenty academics, PGR students,

I am also delighted to inform you that we

early

have been approached by an academic

interested parties.

career

researchers,

and

other

publisher and are working on a proposal for

The Nineteenth-Century Northern

a collection of essays taken from the

Network is designed to bring together those

conference proceedings.

who

The conference was part of various
activities that took place in Dublin over the
year 2014 to mark the bicentenary of Le
Fanu’s birth, including the restoration of his
family vault, readings, publications, and
screenings. It was a successful event and it

might

otherwise

not

have

the

opportunity to meet and collaborate. It
started as a collaborative venture by
scholars in the Universities of Huddersfield;
Hull (The Centre for Nineteenth- Century
Studies); Leeds Trinity (The Leeds Centre
for Victorian Studies); and Cergy-Pontoise,
in

North-West

Paris

(Civilisations

et
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identités culturelles compares des sociétés
européenes et occidentales).

Preliminary

planning events have already taken place at
Huddersfield and Cergy-Pontoise over the
last year.
The original aim of the collaboration
was to strengthen research in the four
institutions, leading to joint publications
and collaborative funding bids, and to
create the basis for the development of a
more extensive northern Victorian Studies
network.

The initial theme

of

the

collaboration is ‘Victorian Legacies’, a
timely recognition of the importance of
exploring and representing the contribution
which Victorian political, social, economic,
aesthetic and religious cultures have played
in the shaping of our modern identities.
The event began with a splendid
lunch

generously

provided

by

the

University of Huddersfield, our hosts for the
afternoon, which was followed by two
papers by established academics. The first,
delivered

by

Professor

Paul

Ward

(Huddersfield) focused on ‘The Beefeaters
at the Tower of London: A Victorian Legacy
of Englishness’, provided an entertaining
and erudite exploration of how the figure of
the beefeater, re-invented and reformed in
the early nineteenth century, came to
represent national identity in popular
culture by the beginning of the twentieth
century (sadly, no samples of Beefeater gin
were offered). In the second paper, ‘Conan
Doyle’s Afterlives’, Dr Merrick Burrow
(Huddersfield) argued that our collective

memory

of

decidedly

the

popular

selective,

writer

was

privileging

the

modernising and metropolitan figure of the
fictional Sherlock Holmes over the writer’s
energetic pen-promotion of spiritualism. As
Conan Doyle was the defender of the
famous Cottingley fairies, who made their
(alleged) appearance in the somewhat
unromantic hinterland of Bradford, this
paper had particular appeal to a northern
audience.
After

discussion

of

these

two

papers, two PGR students presented their
work-in-progress. Emma Butcher (Hull)
discussed ‘The Legacy of the Napoleonic
Wars in Brontë Juvenilia’, demonstrating
how thoroughly the early work of Branwell
and Charlotte Brontë was influenced by the
rivalry of Napoleon and Wellington. Allegra
Hartley

(Huddersfield)

introduced

the

audience to ‘Female Scientific Romances of
the Late Nineteenth Century’, arguing that
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the female counterparts to H.G. Wells

The second event of the academic

utilised their fiction to imagine alternative

year 2014-2015 was announced: a one-day

all-woman communities.

symposium on the topic of Victorian

The event closed with a discussion

Objects, particularly aimed at PGR students

of the next steps for the NNCN. The founder

and early career researchers. This event

members of the Network were gratified by

will take place on Friday 17th April at Leeds

the

Trinity

enthusiastic

beyond

their

response
institutions,

within

and

University,

under

the

co-

particularly

convenorship of Dr Helen Kingstone and Dr

among the PGR community in the north of

Katie Lister (both post-doctoral associates

England. Aware that several PGR students

of LTU), with the assistance of Emma

were already beginning to plan a northern

Butcher, the new PGR representative for

network of their own, they were keen to

BAVS, and Emily Bowles. Institutional links

work with them.

There was a general

among the academic staff are Dr Rosemary

agreement that a close collaboration would

Mitchell (LCVS/LTU), Professor Valerie

be both desirable and sensible, and a wish

Sanders (Hull), and Dr Jodie Matthews

to extend the NNCN beyond the four

(Huddersfield). Keynotes will be given by

founder HEIs (while not precluding the

Valerie Sanders and Professor Rohan

possibility of smaller groups within the

McWilliam (Anglia Ruskin University), who

network planning closer and discrete

is currently President of BAVS. The event

collaborations among themselves). It was

will explore the topical subject of the

felt that the four founder institutions should

material cultural turn in Victorian Studies.

continue to form the bedrock and to offer

A call for papers has now been made via a

venues for the NNCN, while opening

range of electronic platforms, including the

membership to individual academics and

BAVS website.

(particularly) PGR students from other

The NNCN is also planning to

northern HEIs (as we had representation

contribute a panel to the 2015 BAVS annual

that afternoon from Leeds, York, and

conference – ‘Victorian Age(s)’

Durham, among other institutions). There

Trinity University from 27-29th August. Dr

was also enthusiasm for establishing an

Merrick Burrow (Huddersfield) will be co-

email list to circulate details of events and

ordinating this panel.

at Leeds

other issues, and for the improvement of
the NNCN’s web presence (which is

Dr Rosemary Mitchell

currently limited to a modest page on the

(Leeds Trinity University)

LCVS website). It is probable that younger
scholars will be the instigators here.
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In Harkness' London:
the Life and Work of
Margaret Harkness
Keynes Library, Birkbeck
College 22nd November 2014
This one-day symposium, organised by
scholars from Birkbeck College and the
University of Warwick, was the first
event to bring together research on the
late nineteenth-century writer and social
activist Margaret Harkness. In recent
years, there has been a revival of critical
interest in nineteenth-century London.
The city's East End, in particular, has
been a locus of inquiry that has produced
important scholarship on urban poverty,
philanthropy, and the emergence of
socialist and labour politics. While many
of

these

studies

have

introduced

Harkness as an important figure in late
nineteenth-century

literature

and

politics, her work and her life remain
obscure. This event brought together
leading researchers to collate historical
and critical scholarship with the aim of
producing debate and discussion, and
indicating avenues for further research.

Photo: Peter Jones. The image pictures Professor
Richard Dennis and Dr Tabitha Sparks

work. This presentation was followed
by rich series of contributions, which
drew

consideration

to

many

of

Harkness' novels – and important
aspects of these novels – that have
remained unexamined on account of
her marginal status. Professor David
Glover examined George Eastmont:
Wanderer (1905) as a text that marks
a formal and thematic departure from
both slum fiction and salvationism.
Presentations given by Dr Victoria Le
Fevre and Dr Tabitha Sparks on
Harkness' novel A City Girl (1887)
generated important debate about the
novel's representation of fiction and
literacy. This discussion was enriched
by contributions from Dr Lynne
Hapgood, who posed the important

The event commenced with a

question of how Harkness negotiates

keynote presentation by Dr Terry

authorial voice, and Dr Ruth Livesey

Elkiss, who in recent years has

who examined the novel's aural

undertaken

in

landscape as one that oversteps both

archives around the globe with the

realism and naturalism. Questions of

ambition of piecing together a more

art

complete picture of Harkness' life and

expanded on by Eliza Cubitt whose

detailed

research

and

representation

were
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analysis of In Darkest London (1889)

these

examined the ways that images in this

productive. The interest generated by

novel interrogate concepts such as

'In Harkness' London' has inspired a

'truth'

number of projects that seek to

and

Valman

'morality'.

helpfully

Dr

Nadia

considered

the

reasons

was

uniquely

maintain this enthusiasm, including a

representation of the urban panorama

online

across several of Harkness' novels,

journalism and a collection of essays.

and suggested that the 'peripatetic

The organisers of this event would

protagonist[s]' of these texts imbue a

like to express their gratitude and

diffuse complexity to the narrative.

appreciation

The

instrumental role in the success of 'In

final

presentation

symposium,

given

by

of

the

Andrew

Whitehead, interrogated the role of
biography and lived experience in
Harkness'

later

consequently

fiction

inspired

–

archive

to

for

BAVS

Harkness'

for

their

Harkness' London'.
Dr. Ana Parejo Vadillo (Birkbeck),
Flore Janssen (Birkbeck),

and

Lisa Robertson (Warwick)

questions

about the role of fiction in Harkness'
biography. The day's proceedings
Harkness' little-known and unfinished

The Artist and the Writer
IES, 29th November 2014

novel,

sparked

‘The Artist and the Writer’ at IES told a

spirited debate about everything from

chronological narrative of the relationship

the novel's representation of women

between artists and writers c. 1750 – 1850,

to the function of the novel form itself.

revealing the contrasts and connections in

concluded with a roundtable on
'Connie',

which

The funding awarded by the
British

Association

for

Victorian

Studies made possible this event.
While in mercenary terms the grant
ensured delegates were adequately
nourished and domiciled, perhaps the
most significant contribution was the
intellectual nourishment engendered
by the event: the symposium was
characterised by spirited and friendly
debate, supportive discussion, and for

book illustration from the eighteenth
century to the Victorian period. The day
opened with Lynn Shepherd’s paper on
‘Illustrating Pamela’. Shepherd showed how
the illustrations to Pamela by Hayman and
Gravelot

create

a

narrative

with

a

significantly different perspective from that
provided by Pamela’s narration. In the 28
illustrations - chosen on literary rather than
visual grounds by Richardson himself - the
‘warm scenes’ are totally omitted. Mr B’s
assaults therefore exist only in Pamela’s
33

example in commissioning illustrations, but
Baker made the decision to include recent
poets not illustrated by Bell. Stothard, for
instance, illustrated Crabbe, Byron and
Scott, as well as Hayley’s Triumphs of
Temper and Rogers’ Pleasures of Memory.
Stothard’s recognizable visual style thus
Mary L. Shannon (Roehampton) introduces novelist and
scholar Lynn Shepherd

provided a branding device not just for
Baker’s publication but also for the concept

words and not in the third person visual

of literature. Jung argued that the Baker

narration

series offers a snapshot of consumer

of

the

illustrations.

Lynn

Shepherd read the images in terms of the
pyramidal

structures

of

historical conditions.

contemporary

conversation pieces, and also traced the

Tim Fulford presented the early

gradual disappearance of barriers placing

nineteenth-century as a period of virtual

Pamela outside the class territory occupied

travel, when travellers prepared themselves

by Mr B. The following discussion focused

by visiting exhibitions and looking at

on the question of the kinds of visual

engravings, and picture books changed

literacy that readers might have brought to

what

the task of reading the illustrations.

Turning

Shepherd argued that those who had sat for

picturesque

portraits would have understood the visual

hostility about literary annuals, after 1818

languages of these images.

Wordsworth

the

produced

Romantic

away

from

poets
an

aesthetic,
and
virtual

published.

earlier

and

Southey

an

antiearlier

repeatedly

topography,

which

Sandro Jung’s paper on ‘Thomas

functioned as guides for tourists. The new

Stothard, Romantic Literature and the

urban bourgeoisie craved reminders of the

Illustrative Vignette’ took an ephemeral

countryside they had left, and technical

publication

developments

Atlas

The Royal Engagement Pocket

as a means to overturn some of the

made

increasingly affordable.

illustrations
Industrialization

key assumptions of illustration studies,

lowered the cost of paper, while from the

namely that illustrators focused on old

1820s the move to steel rather than copper

canon works newly freed from copyright.

engraving made larger print runs possible.

Stothard’s more than 800 head vignettes for

The Lake District gained its name through

Baker’s annual diary featured illustrations

the sale of books of engraved views which

to

authors,

were more popular than verse. The Lake

prompting purchasers to discuss their

poets were therefore keen to foster links

recent

and

current reading.

fashionable

Baker followed Bell’s
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with artists and by the 1820s were working
on jointly authored picture books in which
poems were written to accompany pictures.
In the following discussion William St Clair
argued that we needed to follow the logic of
two industries and two media, tracing the
links between them.
After a lunch sponsored by the
British Association for Victorian Studies,
and a visit to see some beautiful illustrated

Exhibition of images from Senate House
Special Collections

books in the Senate House library Special
Collections (chosen to complement the

due to a bereavement, so more time was

day’s talks), Sophie Thomas traced the pre-

then devoted to open discussion. This

history of the figure of the Bard in painting

ranged across author portraits, later images

and illustration, from Thomas Jones’ the

of

Bard (1774) via West, Sandby, Fuseli,

continuities between the Romantic and

Turner and Martin to the Bard in Blake’s

Victorian

illustrations to Gray and his painting of

theatre and visual culture. Anthony Mandal

Gray’s Bard for his 1809 exhibition.

reminded us of the influence of Scott on

Thomas’s paper on ‘Bardic Exhibitionism’

Dickens, and Julia Thomas raised the

showed how Gray’s Bard appeared in

significance of Luke Fildes’ watercolour

Bentley’s illustrated Gray and reappeared in

tribute to Dickens, ‘The Empty Chair’

a lower illustrative mode in editions by Bell

(1870). The day concluded with a sociable

and Cooke, carrying complex meanings.

drink nearby, at which it was agreed that

In the final session on Dickens, Mary
L. Shannon’s ‘What did Dickens learn from
Romantic Illustration?’ argued that Dickens
drew on the more recognizable figure of

Dickens

and

periods,

Victorian
and

links

authors,
between

the lively atmosphere, high-quality papers,
and the trip to Special Collections had all
made the event enjoyable, varied, and
successful.

Cruikshank to establish his own public

Susan Matthews and Mary L. Shannon

identity, creating a visual image which drew

(Roehampton), Symposium Convenors

on the conventions of visual Byronism.
Sadly, Ruth Richardson was unable to speak
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BAVS Research Funding
BAVS offers funding for Postgraduate and Early Career Researchers towards the costs of individual
research. Below are reports from some recent beneficiaries. For more information on BAVS events
funding, please e-mail Amelia Yeates (BAVS Funding Officer: yeatesa@hope.ac.uk) or go to:
http://bavs.ac.uk/funding.

Miniaturized Victoria:

use of similar objects in other museums and

Collections of Miniature Objects

exhibitions during the late nineteenth

During the Late Victorian Period

century.
I primarily used this funding to

I wish to thank the British Association for

travel back and forth between Leicester and

Victorian

my

London in order to visit five different

interdisciplinary research project in the

archival facilities. Each of these facilities

Victorian Studies Centre and the School of

hold primary sources relevant to my

Museum Studies at the University of

research on the miniature objects collected

Leicester.

and displayed in museums and exhibitions

This

Studies

for

PhD

funding

research

project

during the late nineteenth century.

investigates the collections of miniature

I wish sincerely thank the British

objects obtained by tea merchant and

Association for Victorian Studies for this

Member of Parliament Frederick Horniman

funding. This financial support enabled me

(8 October 1835 – 5 March 1906) during his

to make twelve separate research visits to

travels through the United States, Asia and

five different archival facilities in London in

Africa

order conduct my research.

between 1894 and

1896

and

Using this

displayed in the Horniman Free Museum

funding I explored a plethora of sources

between 1895-1898.

available

During my research

on

late

nineteenth

century

funded by BAVS I focused on sources mostly

museums and exhibitions, the Horniman

neglected by scholars of the Horniman Free

Free Museum between 1895-1898, and the

Museum at five different archival facilities

use of miniature objects and models in late

in London, including travelogues written by

nineteenth

Frederick Horniman, first hand descriptions

exhibitions.

century

museums

and

of the museum galleries written in 1896 and
1897,

museum

publications

written

between 1890-1901, and descriptions of the

Ryan Nutting
(Leicester)
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Hall Caine’s Mahomet: Religion,
Empire, and Dramatic
Censorship in Late-Victorian
Britain
In September 2014, with the help of a BAVS
research funding award, I undertook a oneweek research visit to Manx National
Heritage Library and Archives in Douglas,
Isle of Man. My thesis is the first extended
study of Mahomet, a four-act play by Sir
(Thomas Henry) Hall Caine (1853-1931),
whose papers are held there.

(Stoker was Irving’s business manager at
the Lyceum Theatre in London and a close
friend of Caine’s) and the sources of Caine’s
knowledge of Islam. It turns out that Stoker
may have played quite a significant role in

Mahomet, a historical drama based

the

composition

of

Mahomet;

letters

on the life of Muhammad, the prophet of

indicate that drafts of the play were sent

Islam, was written in 1890 for Henry Irving,

back and forth between the two men and

the leading actor-manager of the late-

Stoker’s handwriting was discovered on one

Victorian

mere

of the play texts. I do not believe that Stoker

rumour that this play would be produced in

can be considered a ‘co-author’ of the play,

London caused unrest in Britain’s Muslim

but it is clear that he collaborated with

communities, threatened British rule in

Caine on its plot and tone. As for Caine’s

parts of India, and strained the nation’s

knowledge of Islam, it seems to have been

relations

with

Empire.

acquired both through reading (I found

Although

Mahomet

Muhammad

evidence that he studied histories of Islam

sympathetically and Islam respectfully, it

and biographies of Muhammad by Sir

was immediately banned by the Lord

William Muir and Stanley Lane-Poole) and

Chamberlain in his capacity as licenser of

personal observation of Arab cultures

stage plays. To this day, it has never been

during extended visits to Morocco, Egypt,

performed.

the Sudan, and Palestine (the archive

period.

However,

the

the

Ottoman
treats

At the archive, I was able to consult
manuscript play texts, correspondence,
diaries, and scrapbooks. I explored two
specific issues: the extent of Bram Stoker’s
involvement in the writing of Mahomet

contains documentation of his travels).
These findings will have a significant impact
on the chapter of my thesis that addresses
the
Kristan

play’s
Tetens

composition.
(Leicester)
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Notices
The Victorian Lives and Letters

WANTED: Co-editor to join the

Consortium

editorial team of the Nineteenth

The

Victorian

Lives

and

Letters

Consortium are a group of scholars,
teachers,

programmers,

creating interactive digital archives of
Victorian era life writing. Their website
now

journal, Nineteenth Century
Studies.

librarians,

students, and enthusiasts devoted to

is

Century Studies Association's

live

on

Duties

may

include

soliciting

and

corresponding with readers (from the NCSA
and NCS boards as well as from the broader
scholarly

community)

for

vetting

http://tundra.csd.sc.edu/vllc/ including,

submissions to the journal; editing accepted

at present, diary notebooks of John

submissions

Ruskin from the Lancaster Ruskin

checking as needed (not copyediting); and

Library and Research Centre and the

participating in other decisions about

Carlyle Letters Online. Development

journal business with the editorial team.

plans include the diaries of Michael

The position is unpaid and voluntary but

Field and a substantial archive of the
correspondence of W.E. Gladstone. The
Directors are Brent Kinser, Francis
O'Gorman,
Thain,

David
and

Sorensen,
Colin

Marion
Wilder.

for

substance

and

fact-

will enable the right candidate to gain
further editorial experience and expertise
along

with

exceptional

the

pleasure

scholarship

of

seeing

into

print.

Applicants should be established scholars in
their field of nineteenth-century studies; all
disciplines considered, but interdisciplinary
commitment

necessary.

Editorial

experience preferred but not essential.
Please submit a letter of interest and vita to
ncs@selu.edu<mailto:ncs@selu.edu> by 1
May

2015.

All

applications

will

be

acknowledged.
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The Blaise Box: A find of national
importance

nothing substantial regarding the formation
and administration of the organization.
One Thursday at the end of 2012
Her Majesty the Queen visited Bristol and
part of the visit brought her to 'M' Shed, the
new museum on the harbourside. Security
arrangements meant that some of the staff
from 'M' shed had to work in Queen's Road.
On Thursdays I work there cataloguing the
medals

of

the

James

Fuller

Eberle

Collection.
The Blaise Box. Photo: Glenn Fisher.

James Fuller Eberle became one of

Over forty years ago I had the good fortune

Bristol's leading citizens and in 1892 was

to be given the responsibility of identifying

one of the co-founders of the Crimean and

and cataloguing the militaria in the reserve

Indian Mutiny Veterans Association Bristol.

collections at Bristol City Museum and Art

I got into conversation with one of the 'M'

Gallery.

Shed workers about Fuller Eberle and the
A substantial proportion of the

material came from the collection that was
once the property of the Crimean and
Indian Mutiny Veterans Association Bristol.
Among the artefacts were relics from the
siege of Sevastopol, lances, sabres, helmets
and models that had once filled 'The
Veterans Rooms' at 13 Orchard Street and
later The Red Lodge in Lower Park Row.
One of the disappointments that emerged
from this work was the scarcity of any
written material related to the association.
There were a few letters, some accounts
related to the funeral expenses of deceased

Crimean War. As I was getting ready to
leave at the end of the afternoon he asked
'Of course you've heard of the box they
found at Blaise?' 'No I had not,' I replied,
and asked for more detail. The details were
that a large box of material related to The
Crimean War had been found in the store
rooms at Blaise Castle; there were ledgers,
journals, letters, lists, photographs and
engravings. I left in a state of acute
excitement. My wife cautioned me about
expecting too much. Either this could be the
equivalent of a Crimean War 'Saxon Hoard'
or a box of old tat of no real value.

veterans, lists of members and their

The following week I arrived at

addresses, Christmas cards and menus

Blaise Castle eager to investigate the

related to the annual Christmas Dinner, but

contents of the box. The first item I picked
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up was a journal of the Association's

George was a Bristolian, from Cotham, and

progress and business from its creation in

was photographed by Roger Fenton in the

1892 to the early 1920s. Clearly this was a

spring of 1855. Two Russian helmets of the

significant document.

26th regiment were donated by Anthony

Working one day a week over the
next

year

I

carefully

catalogued,

photographed and transcribed the contents
of the box. The City of Bristol has now a
complete archive of every aspect of the
association's
administration.

organization
The

officers

and
of

Wilder formerly of the 11th Hussars and
one of the Light Brigade. There were stones
from the Malakoff , a pressed fern from the
battlefield of Balaklava and the contents of
the mahogany cases that used to adorn the
veterans room were itemised in detail.

the

One of the albums contained the

association, Fuller Eberle and Walter S. Paul

letters received from Royalty, aristocracy

were talented and careful men and they

and gentry, military and commercial leaders

were fastidious in their record keeping.

in response to letters from Walter Paul.

One of the great surprises was a
bound collection of over 200 applications to
join the association. These forms were
completed by the applicants and reveal

Another album was full of carefully pasted
newspaper cuttings in chronological order
stretching from 1894 to the early 1920s,
when the last veterans passed away.

their military history, their awards, their

The Committee minute books are

family and financial situations. Over the

there. These reveal the day-to-day concerns

years I have managed to obtain from Kew

of the association and the dispersal of aid to

copies of most of the discharge documents

needy veterans, the withdrawal of aid to

of the membership save for those who

those considered non necessitous and

served with the Honourable East India

reactions to various circumstances or

Company. These gaps in the military details

complaints about the veterans. These

of these members are now filled.

records, together with accounts sheets and

Likewise there was a seventeen
page foolscap inventory of the contents of

bank books, provide the material for a
detailed financial history of the association.

the Veteran's Room with the invaluable

The box also held a collection of the

details of the provenance of the artefacts.

association's year books. Of particular

The Russian side drum picked up from the

interest was the 1912 20th anniversary

Tchernaya battlefield was donated to the

commemorative

association by Captain George George, the

hundred copies of this volume were printed

Paymaster of the 4th Light Dragoons.

and distributed to the great and the good

publication.

Several
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who had supported the work of the

was also in the box. These include a

association.

fascinating series of photographs of the

Walter S. Paul also kept a record of
his correspondence on behalf of the
veterans with the Chelsea Hospital officials.
He noted the date, name of the individual,
regiment or ship of the man, the current
rate of pension and the outcome of his
enquiry and the reasons given by Chelsea
for an increase or refusal.
As

well

as

records

of

the

are other intriguing artefacts. There are
contemporary prints of the photographs of
Cundall and Howlett of some of the
wounded seen by Queen Victoria at
Brompton Hospital in 1855; there is a cloth
backed engraving taken from Sevastopol
showing a funeral, Peter the Great is there
and members of the Russian Orthodox
Church; there is a coloured print by
Colnaghi of an 1855 Almanac designed by
Cadogan

1912. King George V inspected the veterans.
One of the images clearly shows the tripod
and wooden cine camera on top of it with an
unknown operator recording the arrival of
the King.
Another

ledger

records

the

inspections and parades involving the

administration of the organization, there

Lady

Royal Show held on Durdham Downs in July

showing

the

contrast

between the cruel experiences of 1854 and
the improvements that have been achieved

veterans from the outset in the 1890's into
the 20th century when fewer and fewer of
the aged veterans were able to turn out
because of infirmity. After war was declared
in 1914 the association was used to aid the
recruiting campaign. A small band of the
veterans was assembled at the bottom of
Park Street with the banner that read 'We
have done out duty, now come and do
yours'. There is a series of photographs
showing the recruits, still in civilian clothes,
parading

before

the

veterans.

Other

photographs from this time show the
veterans seated with wounded Australian
soldiers circa 1915.

since then. As well as maps of the Crimean

By the end of the First World War

and Sevastopol, there is a bound set of

the condition of the few remaining veterans

water-colour prints by Hamley published in

was so frail that the annual Christmas

1855 and entitled 'The Position on the

dinner could not be held. Shortly after the

Alma'. These open out to reveal a panoramic

war the Headquarters in Orchard Street was

view of the heights above the Alma after the

closed and the artefacts and documents

battle from the British position.

were moved to the Red Lodge. When the

An album of 100 post-cards of the
activities and inspections of the veterans

last local veteran died in 1925 the
association ceased to exist. In the box was a
letter from Fuller Eberle to Lord Wraxall
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stating that all the veterans material was

the UK’s incredible journey to clean running

left to the City of Bristol. Fuller Eberle died

water and toilets springing up in British

in April 1939 and between then and now

homes. The project will culminate in

the veterans room at the Red Lodge was

WaterAid’s Big History Week in July 2015,

closed and the artefacts removed to the

showing real-life examples from our own

basement of the main museum in Queens

local history and the difference that access

Road. Somewhere along the line the archive

to clean water and toilets make to health

material was placed in a large cardboard

and productivity.

box and taken to Blaise Castle. The word
'Misc' was written on the box and there it
stayed for decades.

Over 748 million people in the
world live without clean water, while a
shocking 2.5 billion people live without

Preliminary investigations suggest

access to a toilet; that’s one in three of the

that this box of records and artefacts might

world’s

be the most complete record of a Crimean

campaigning for everyone, everywhere

and Indian Mutiny Veterans Association in

around the world to have access to clean

the country. There were other similar

water and safe toilets by 2030. Tony

associations across the British Isles but the

Robinson has joined forces with the charity,

amount of surviving material does not

because the history of Britain shows that

compare with this treasure.

this can be achieved with the right political

Glenn Fisher FRHistS

population.

WaterAid

is

will.
The year 2015 is a big year; it’s the
150th anniversary of the first modern

Time Team’s Tony Robinson
helps launch WaterAid’s Big

sewer built in the UK, and the end date for
the UN Millennium Development Goals. The
target set for sanitation is off-track – at the

History Project
Time Team’s Tony Robinson called upon
people across the UK today to dig up the
remarkable hidden history of water and
sanitation in their local area, as WaterAid’s
Big History Project launches.
The Big History Project aims to
uncover the pioneering people, inspiring
innovations and surprising stories found in
42

current rate of progress the target will not

historical account of our country’s journey

be reached for another 150 years. After the

to clean water and sanitation. You can

General Election in May 2015, the newly

download The Big History Project toolkit

elected UK Government will have an

from:

influential role in agreeing the new global

involved/big-history-project

development priorities for the next 15 years
and the opportunity to put clean water,
toilets and hygiene at the top of the agenda.
Join WaterAid in compiling this exciting

http://www.wateraid.org/uk/get-

For further enquiries about conducting
research for the project please email
BigHistory@WaterAid.org or call Rebecca
Owen on 020 7793 4478
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PhD Funding Opportunities
PhD Studentship (AHRC
Collaborative Doctoral
Partnership Award): John
Forster (1812-76) and the
Making of Victorian Literature
The University of York and the Victoria and
Albert Museum (V&A) in London are
seeking applications for one fully funded
PhD studentship. Funded by the Arts and
Humanities Research Council, this threeyear PhD research programme will offer the
award-holder a unique opportunity to
undertake original research leading to a
PhD while gaining exposure to both one of
the UK’s leading universities and one of the
world’s great museums. The studentship
literary biographies and contributor to

will begin in October 2015.
Deadline for applications: Thursday 30
April. Interviews will be Monday 18 May.

many important journals; and as literary
adviser to the publishers Chapman and Hall,
Forster played a leading role in the creation
and reception of nineteenth-century fiction,

The Project
The student will explore the role of John
Forster (1812-1876), a major figure in
nineteenth-century literary culture whose
writing, criticism and entrepreneurship
placed him at the heart of the changes that
took

place

in

the

Victorian

literary

marketplace. Through his networks of
friendship and advice with major authors
such as Dickens and Browning; as editor of
The Examiner, the most influential radical
periodical of the period; as author of

drama and poetry, and changed decisively
the possibilities and ethos of the modern
literary profession.
John Forster was also a major donor
to the V&A, gifting it one of its most
renowned collections in the form of his
extensive

library,

which

included

the

manuscripts of most of Dickens’s novels,
together with a treasure-house of letters,
proofs and contracts, as well as a library ‘so
large …that it is difficult to do justice to the
range of material’ (V&A website). The
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Forster collection is the world's single most

defining the most suggestive and dynamic

important collection of Dickens materials,

aspects to explore for twenty-first century

but this is just the tip of a large iceberg, and

readers and publics.

can overshadow the role played by Forster

As

we

approach

the

150th

himself in creating Victorian literature and

anniversary of Dickens’s death in 2020, this

culture as editor and entrepreneur. Despite

project will aim to begin to do justice both

his centrality to British literary life for

to the remarkable man behind the Dickens

almost half a century, the shaping influence

holdings in the V&A and to the project of

of the gifts of his library, artworks and

literary

theatre collection to the V&A, and the

preservation that underlies them.

professionalism

and

cultural

immense popular influence of his Life of
Dickens (1872-4), he is a figure now known

Supervision

mainly by specialists. Forster’s roles as

The PhD will be jointly supervised by

author and literary entrepreneur on the one

Professor John Bowen (Department of

hand, and collector and donor on the other,

English & Related Literature, University of

have been rarely explored together. This

York) and Professor Bill Sherman (Head of

project seeks both to understand Forster’s

Research at the V&A).

complex, shaping role in the dynamic and
often conflicted world of Victorian literary

The student will be expected to be primarily

culture and to bring that understanding to

based at York and participate in the

new publics.

flourishing research culture of the English

The V&A’s Forster collection shows

department and the Humanities Research

how his close friendships (with Dickens,

Centre there, but he or she will also be a

Charles Lamb, Leigh Hunt, Browning,

part of the research environment at the

Carlyle, Tennyson, Bulwer Lytton and

V&A and receive appropriate professional

others) and such professional organisations

training and guidance in working with the

as the Guild of Literature and Art, played

Museum’s collections.

important roles in the creation of what
Robert L. Patten has recently called ‘the

Funding

birth of the Industrial-Age Author’. There is

Applications are welcome from Students

an immensely rich archive of material and,

from the UK and the EU. The studentship

while we would give clear direction to the

will cover home fees (full time) and a

student about the project’s overall structure

stipend for UK students or EU students who

and

we

have lived in the UK for three years prior to

encourage him or her to be creative and

the award. The stipend rate for 2015/16 is

original in exploring Forster’s work and in

£14,052. The student will also be eligible for

interdisciplinary

parameters,
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an extra £550 per year CDP allowance, in

for the CDA project ‘John Forster and the

addition to (up to) £1,000 per year from the

Making of Victorian Literature’. In addition,

V&A to cover research and travel costs.

please

Applicants may be full-time or part-time;

(john.bowen@york.ac.uk) to confirm that

for part-time students, the stipend rate will

you wish to be considered for this CDA

be adjusted accordingly.

project. Please include in your email to him

email

Professor

Bowen

a statement (approx. 500 words) that
How to Apply

indicates why you wish to be considered for

Applicants should submit an application for

this

the PhD in English via the York Select

project, and why you feel you would be an

system

especially suitable candidate for it.

particular

Collaborative

Doctoral

(http://www.york.ac.uk/study/postgraduat

Applicants for will normally be

e/courses/apply?course=DRPENGSENG3).P

expected to have obtained a first- or upper

lease

the

second-class honours degree or equivalent

application in full, including a personal

and to have completed (or be about to

statement, research proposal, academic

complete) an MA in a relevant subject.

ensure

that

you

complete

transcripts and CV. Please indicate in your
application that you want to be considered
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Recent Publications
Raffaella Antinucci and Anna

designed to investigate unexplored areas of

Enrichetta Soccio (eds), Edward

Lear studies and to reflect contemporary

Lear in the Third Millennium:

directions in literary and visual studies. All
contributions are dialogic in more than one

Explorations into his Art and

way, and draw on recent work in diverse

Writing

areas such as natural history illustration,

Special Issue of RSV (Rivista di Studi
Vittoriani), 34-34, (XVII/2-XVIII/1 Luglio
2012-Gennaio 2013)

cognitive studies, art and literary criticism,
and cultural studies.
The interaction of the author, his
work, and the traditions and legacies of his
age is evident throughout the whole volume
together with the complex and often
contradictory relationship between lines
and their illustrations. Also, Lear’s journals
and travel books from the Mediterranean
countries that he visited during the many
years of wandering in the South reveal a
successful development and an original
interpretation of the art of landscape
painting

that,

in

Lear’s

mind,

was

inextricably linked with his attitude for
The aim of the special issue of RSV

capturing even the tiniest details in

(publication of C.U.S.V.E.

landscape and nature.

– the Italian
and

What emerges from the reading of

Edwardian Studies” based at the University

the contributions, beyond any different

of

the

interpretation and critical approach to

bicentenary of Lear’s birth with a collection

Lear’s work, is not only the liveliness of

of essays that intend to offer a composite

Lear’s studies, but above all the enduring

picture of Lear’s complex and multifarious

power of Lear’s restless imagination, which

personality in relation to the Victorian

remains as vital as ever after two centuries.

“University

Centre

Chieti-Pescara)

for
is

Victorian
to

honour

episteme as well as present-day cultural
landscape. Besides giving a fresh look and a

Contents: Preface, Raffaella Antinucci and

different perspective on some aspects of

Anna Enrichetta Soccio; Edward Lear and

Lear’s life and work, the collection is also

Victorian Animal Portraiture, Anne C.
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Colley; Edward Lear and Albania, Francesco

At Home in the Institution takes a new look

Marroni; Lear’s Italian Limericks, Thomas

at institutions in Victorian England, by

Dilworth; My Dear Daddy: Edward Lear and

exploring their material life. The book

William Holman Hunt, Sara Lodge; Edward

focuses on asylums, lodging houses and

Lear's Metaphorical Mind: A Cognitive

schools - examining decoration and the use

Approach to A Book of Nonsense, Gioiella

of space as well as the things that inmates

Bruni Roccia; Edward Lear’s Limericks and

were allowed. Although all three had very

the Aesthetics of Nonsense, Wim Tigges;

diverse aims, their authorities were often

Edward Lear’s Luminous Prose, James

influenced by the relationships, rituals and

Williams; “…in those few bright (Abruzzi)

material

days”: Edward Lear’s Landscaping Gaze and

domesticity, demonstrating the reach and

the

Raffaella

importance of these ideas in society. Yet an

Antinucci; Struggling with Genres: Edward

assessment of the everyday life of these

Lear’s Short Stories, Anna Enrichetta Soccio.

places often shows the limits of these ideals

Discovery

of

Abruzzo,

culture

of

contemporary

in practice, the disruptions to domestic

Jane Hamlett, At Home in the
Institution: Material Life in
Asylums, Lodging Houses and

routines and the notions of class and gender
that they were supposed to inculcate. While
the material world was used to control, it
also afforded agency to patients, lodgers

Schools in Victorian and

and pupils - from the schoolboy carving

Edwardian England

initials on a desk to the pauper lunatics who

Palgrave Macmillan, 2014
ISBN: 978-1-1373-2238-8
Hardcover £60.00

bred songbirds.
More details can be found here:
http://www.palgrave.com/page/detail/
at-home-in-the-institution-janehamlett/?K=9781137322388
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Laurence Geary & Oonagh

working classes. This volume in the SSNCI

Walsh (eds.), Philanthropy in

(Society for the Study of Nineteenth-

nineteenth-century Ireland

Century Ireland) series reflects recent
advances in the historiography of poverty
and philanthropy in its exploration of the

Four Courts Press, 2014

varied

ISBN: 978-1-84682-350-3

nature

of

charitable

nineteenth-century

Hardcover €55.00

relief

in

Ireland.

Contributors: Sarah-Anne Buckley (NUIG),
Mel Cousins (TCD), John Wilson Foster (U
British Columbia/QUB), Laurence M. Geary
(UCC), Linda King (IADT), Joanne McEntee
(ind.), Philip McEvansoneya (TCD), Kevin
Mc Kenna (ind.), Eoin McLaughlin (U St
Andrews), Conor McNamara (St Patrick’s,
DCU), Mary Pierse (ind.), Oonagh Walsh
(Glasgow Caledonian U).
For

further

details,

see:

http://www.fourcourtspress.ie/books/201
4/philanthropy-in-nineteenth-centuryireland/

This collection of essays offers new and
challenging perspectives on the history of
phila nthropy in nineteenth-century Ireland,
shifting and extending standard analyses to
include state and voluntary philanthropy,
relief under the poor law, formal and
informal systems of assistance on landed
estates,

workers’

amenities,

and

housing
cultural

and

public

philanthropy

mediated through literature, and subsidized
art exhibitions for the education of the
49

Amelia Yeates and Serena

alternative masculinities, the contributors

Trowbridge (eds.), Pre-

take up the multiple versions of masculinity

Raphaelite Masculinities -

in Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s paintings and
poetry, masculine violence in William

Constructions of Masculinity in

Morris’s late romances, nineteenth-century

Art and Literature

masculinity and the medical narrative in
Ford Madox Brown’s Cromwell on His Farm,

Ashgate, 2014

accusations of ‘perversion’ directed at

ISBN: 978-1-4094-5558-5

Edward Burne-Jones’s work, performative
masculinity

Hardcover £60.00

and

William

Bell

Scott’s

frescoes, the representations of masculinity
in Pre-Raphaelite illustration, aspects of
male chastity in poetry and art, Tannhäuser
as a model for Victorian manhood, and
masculinity and British imperialism in
Holman Hunt’s The Light of the World.
Taken together, these essays demonstrate
the far-reaching effects of the plurality of
masculinities that pervade the art and
literature

of

the

Pre-Raphaelite

Brotherhood.
For

more

details,

please

click

here:

http://www.ashgate.com/isbn/978140945
5585

Drawing

on

recent

theoretical

developments in gender and men’s studies,
Pre-Raphaelite Masculinities shows how the
ideas and models of masculinity were
constructed in the work of artists and
writers associated with the Pre-Raphaelite
movement. Paying particular attention to
the representation of non-normative or
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Philip Attwood, Hard at work:

as by a broad range of learned societies,

The diary of Leonard Wyon,

academic institutions, commercial concerns

1853-1867
The British Numismatic Society, 2014
Hardcover £45.00

and private individuals. In this way Wyon
came into direct personal contact with such
notable figures of his time as Prince Albert
and Henry Cole, the architect Joseph Paxton
and the painter Daniel Maclise.
Wyon’s diary also chronicles the more
personal aspects of his daily life and
domestic arrangements, revealing the ways
in which he and his extensive family
occupied

their

leisure

hours

and

documenting such activities as his visits to
exhibitions and his opinions on the works of
art he saw, his shopping excursions and his
holidays in Britain and abroad, and – most
importantly in Wyon’s view – the religious
services he attended and the philanthropic
Leonard Wyon (1826-1891) was Victorian

ventures that, as an Evangelical Christian,

Britain’s foremost designer of coins and

he saw it as his duty to support.

medals. From his home in St John’s Wood,
London, he produced designs and models
for coins and medals that would be used
throughout Britain and across the globe.

This book includes a fully annotated
transcription of the diary, an introduction
discussing all aspects of Leonard Wyon’s
life,

and

appendices

giving

detailed

The diary that he kept from 1853 to 1867

accounts of the production of all the works

throws light on many of Wyon’s important

by

Wyon

mentioned

in

the

diary.

works: official commissions, including the
famous ‘bun’ penny of Queen Victoria, coins
destined for India, Australia and Canada,
campaign medals awarded for service in the
various mid nineteenth-century military
and naval actions in which Britain was
engaged, and the prize medal for the 1862
International Exhibition. Other medals were
commissioned by the Queen herself, as well
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Claire Wood, Dickens and the

harmful consequences of treating the

Business of Death

corpse as an object of speculation rather

Cambridge University Press, 2015

fascinated by those who made a living from

ISBN: 9781107098633

death and recognised that his authorial

Hardcover £60

profits implicated him in the same trade.

than sympathy. At the same time, he was

This book explores how Dickens turned
mortality into the stuff of life and art as he
navigated a thriving culture of death-based
consumption. It surveys the diverse ways in
which death became a business, from bodysnatching, undertaking, and joint-stock
cemetery companies, to the telling and
selling of stories. This broad study offers
fresh perspectives on death in The Old
Curiosity Shop and Our Mutual Friend, and
discusses lesser-known works and textual
illustrations. For more information, please
see:
http://www.cambridge.org/gb/academic/s
ubjects/literature/english-literature-18301900/dickens-and-business-death

Charles Dickens is famous for his deathbed
scenes,

but

examined

these

within

ambivalence

have
the

towards

commodification

of

rarely

context

been
of

his

the

Victorian

death.

Dickens

repeatedly criticised ostentatious funeral
and mourning customs, and asserted the
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Andrea Korda, Printing and
Painting the News in Victorian

understanding of nineteenth-century visual
culture.

London: The Graphic and Social

For further details, please click here

Realism, 1869-1891

http://www.ashgate.com/isbn/978147243
2988

Ashgate, 2015
ISBN 978-1-84682-350-3

Catherine Delafield,

Hardcover £50.00

Serialization and the Novel in
Mid-Victorian Magazines
Ashgate, 2015
ISBN 978-1-4724-5090-6
Hardcover £60.00

This

first

in-depth

study

of

1860s

publication The Graphic and Social Realism
uses the approach of media archaeology to
unearth the modernity of paintings labelled
as Social Realist. Korda shows that the
paintings

engaged

with

the

changing

notions of objectivity and immediacy that
nineteenth-century new media cultivated.
In doing so, this book proposes an
alternative trajectory for the development
of modernism that allows for a richer

Examining the Victorian serial as a text in
its own right, Catherine Delafield re-reads
five novels by Elizabeth Gaskell, Anthony
Trollope, Dinah Craik and Wilkie Collins by
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situating them in the context of periodical

Peter Yeandle, Citizenship,

publication. She traces the roles of the

nation, empire: The politics of

author and editor in the creation and
dissemination of the texts and considers
how

first

publication

affected

history teaching in England,
1870–1930

the

consumption and reception of the novel
through the periodical medium. Delafield

Manchester University Press, 2015
ISBN: 978-0-7190-8012-8

contends that a novel in volume form has

Hardcover £65.00

been separated from its original context,
that is, from the pattern of consumption and
reception presented by the serial. The
novel's later re-publication still bears the
imprint of this serialized original, and this
book’s

investigation

into

nineteenth-

century periodicals both generates new
readings of the texts and reinstates those
which have been lost in the reprinting
process. Delafield's case studies provide
evidence of the ways in which Household
Words, Cornhill Magazine, Good Words, All
the Year Round and Cassell's Magazine
were designed for new audiences of novel
readers. Serialization and the Novel in MidVictorian Magazines addresses the material
conditions of production, illustrates the
collective and collaborative creation of the
serialized novel, and contextualizes a range
of

texts

experience

in

the

nineteenth-century
of

print.

Citizenship, nation, empire investigates the
extent

to

which

popular

imperialism

influenced the teaching of history between
1870 and 1930. It is the first book-length
study to trace the substantial impact of
educational psychology on the teaching of
history, probing its impact on textbooks,
literacy
manuals.

primers

and

teacher-training

Educationists

identified

‘enlightened patriotism’ to be the core
objective of historical education. This was
neither tub-thumping jingoism, nor state-
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prescribed national-identity teaching, but
rather a carefully crafted curriculum for all
children which fused civic as well as

In Dickens and the Imagined Child, leading

imperial ambitions.

scholars explore the function of the child
and childhood within Dickens’s imagination

The book will be of interest to those

and reflect on the cultural resonance of his

studying or researching aspects of English

engagement with this topic. Part I begins by

domestic imperial culture, especially those

proposing a typology of the Dickensian child

concerned with questions of childhood and

that is followed by discussions of specific

schooling,

child characters, while Part II focuses on the

publishing

citizenship,
and

educational

anglo-British

relations.

relationship between childhood and

Given that vitriolic debates about the

memory and Part III addresses childhood

politics of history teaching have endured

reading and writing.

into the twenty-first century, Citizenship,
nation, empire is a timely study of the

For further details, please click here

formative influences that shaped the history

http://www.ashgate.com/isbn/978147242

curriculum

in

English

schools.

3818

Peter Merchant & Catherine

Caroline Ings-Chambers, Louisa

Waters (eds.), Dickens and the

Waterford and John Ruskin: For

Imagined Child

you have not Falsely Praised

Ashgate, 2015

Legenda, 2015

ISBN: 9781472423818

ISBN: 978-1-909662-47-6

Hardcover £60.00

Hardcover £55.00
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Ings-Chambers’ new book charts the long

The Metaphysical Society was founded in

relationship between an accomplished, but

1869 at the instigation of James Knowles

initially untrained, artist and the greatest

(editor of the Contemporary Review and

art critic of her age. As the book's subtitle,

then of the Nineteenth Century) with a view

'For you have not Falsely Praised', testifies,

to <"collect, arrange, and diffuse Knowledge

Waterford was grateful for Ruskin's often

(whether objective or subjective) of mental

harshly critical guidance, and each saw in

and moral phenomena>" (first resolution of

the other a genuine vocation. Though today

the Society in April 1869).

recognised as a canonical pre-Raphaelite
painter,

Waterford

is

relatively

little

studied, with much of her best work
executed as murals, and the illustrations in
Ings-Chambers's book will be new to many
readers.

For

more

details,

see:

http://www.legendabooks.com/titles/forth
coming.html

The Society was a private club
which gathered together a latter-day clerisy.
Building on the tradition of the Cambridge
Apostles, they elected talented members
from across
spectrum:

the Victorian intellectual
Bishops,

one

Cardinal,

philosophers, men of science, literary
figures,

and

politicians.

The

Society

included in its 62 members prominent

Catherine Marshall, Bernard
Lightman and Richard England
(eds.), The Papers of the
Metaphysical Society, 18691880: A Critical Edition
Oxford University Press, 2015
ISBN: 978-0-19-964303-5
3 vols, £320.00

figures such as T. H. Huxley, William
Gladstone, Walter Bagehot, Henry Edward
Manning, John Ruskin and Alfred Lord
Tennyson.
The papers they produced are key
primary sources which shed new light on
the ideas of their authors on the burning
subjects of the day, ranging from the
existence and personality of God to the
nature of conscience or the existence of the
soul. They are a legacy of a period when
intellectuals were wondering how, and
what, to believe in a time of social change,
spiritual crisis, and scientific progress.
The dissolution of the Society in
1880 did not diminish the value of the
papers: they illustrate a tradition of private,
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open discussion among famous men of the
most widely varying views; they offer
detailed insight into the evolution of the
relationships between different schools of
Victorian scientific and religious thought;
and they bring to light heretofore underrepresented points of conflict and harmony.
All 95 papers are included, accompanied by
introductions and scholarly notes that set
each paper into their proper context. For
more

details,

see:

http://ukcatalogue.oup.com/product/9780
199643035.do

Europe’s great colonial empires have long
been a thing of the past, but the memories
they generated are still all around us. They
have left deep imprints on the different
memory communities that were affected by
the processes of establishing, running and
dismantling these systems of imperial rule,
and they are still vibrant and evocative
today. This volume brings together a
collection of innovative and fresh studies
exploring different sites of imperial memory
– those conceptual and real places where
the memories of former colonial rulers and

Dominik Geppert and Frank
Lorenz Müller (eds.), Sites of
imperial memory:
Commemorating colonial rule in
the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries
Manchester University Press, 2015
ISBN: 978-0-7190-9081-3

of former colonial subjects have crystallised
into a lasting form. The volume explores
how memory was built up, re-shaped and
preserved

across

different

empires,

continents and centuries. It shows how it
found concrete expression in stone and
bronze, how it adhered to the stories that
were told and retold about great individuals
and how it was suppressed, denied and
neglected.

Hardcover £75.00
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For further details, please click here

Mary Hammond, Charles

http://www.ashgate.com/isbn/978140942

Dickens's Great Expectations: A

5878

Cultural Life, 1860-2012
Ashgate, 2015

Matthew Bradley & Juliet John

ISBN: 978-1-4094-2587-8

(eds.), Reading and the

Hardcover £70.00

Victorians
Ashgate, 2015
ISBN: 978-1-4094-4080-2
Hardcover £60.00

As Mary Hammond observes in her wideranging publishing history of the novel,
Great Expectations' life has extended far
beyond the literary Anglophone world and
owes a great deal to a particular moment in
the mid-Victorian publishing industry. Her
book features an exhaustive survey of the
novel's different appearances in serial, book
and dramatic form and is enhanced by
appendices

with

contemporary

archival
reviews

information,
and

a

comprehensive bibliography of editions and
adaptations.

Bringing
scholars,

together
theorists,

historians,

literary

librarians,

and

historians of the book, Reading and the
Victorians examines the era when reading
underwent a swifter and more radical
transformation than at any other moment in
history.

The

contributors

stress

the

continuities and the conflicts between the
Victorian period and our own, in essays that
examine nineteenth-century reading in all
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its

personal,

historical,

literary,

and

playwright, for The Importance of Being

material contexts, and also ask questions

Earnest is itself the sort of complex modern

about how we read the Victorians' reading

literary work in which the truth is neither

in the present day.

pure nor simple. Oscar Wilde’s greatest play

For further details, please click here
http://www.ashgate.com/isbn/978140944

is full of subtexts, disguises, concealments,
and double entendres.

0802

Continuing the important cultural
work he began in his award-winning

Nicholas Frankel (ed.), The

uncensored edition of The Picture of Dorian
Gray (Harvard University Press, August

Annotated Importance of Being

2012), Nicholas Frankel shows that The

Earnest

Importance needs to be understood in

Harvard University Press, 2015

the climate of sexual repression that led to

ISBN: 9780-6740-4898-0

his imprisonment just months after it

Paperback original and ebook £14.95

opened at London’s St. James’s Theatre on

relation to its author’s homosexuality and

Valentine’s Day 1895. In an extraordinary
reversal of fortune, England’s most feted
playwright and colourful personality was to
become its most notorious sexual criminal.
From a twenty-first-century perspective, it
is possible to see that in The Importance of
Being Earnest, Wilde may have been
speaking more truthfully than even he
realised.
In a facing-page edition designed
with

students,

dramaturges

in

teachers,
mind,

actors,

The

and

Annotated

Importance of Being Earnest provides
“The truth is rarely pure and never simple,”

running commentary on the play to enhance

declares Algernon early in Act One of The

understanding

Importance of Being Earnest, and if it were

introductory essay and notes illuminate

either, modern literature would be “a

literary,

complete impossibility.” It is a moment of

allusions, tying the play closely to its

sly, winking self-regard on the part of the

author’s personal life and sexual identity.

and

biographical,

enjoyment.
and

The

historical
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Frankel reveals that many of the play’s

nineteenth century literature, culture, and

wittiest lines were incorporated nearly four

visual studies forums. The Facebook page is

years after its first production, when the

https://www.facebook.com/eighth.lamp.

author, living in Paris as an exiled and
impoverished criminal, oversaw publication
of the first book edition. This newly edited
text

is

accompanied

by

numerous

illustrations.

The

new

home

of

the

journal

is

https://independent.academia.edu/L8
Current and past issues can now be
downloaded directly.
Some highlights from the current issue

The Eighth Lamp: Ruskin Studies

include:

Today, No.9

Reviews:

The ninth issue of The Eighth Lamp: Ruskin

─ Cynthia Gamble, Review of Marriage of

Studies Today (ISSN 2049-3215) is now

Inconvenience by Robert Brownell. London:

online.

Pallas Athene, 2013… 33

The Eighth Lamp is an online and double

─ Anita Grants, Review of Building Ruskin's

blind refereed journal led and managed by

Italy: Watching Architecture by Stephen

Professor

Kite. London: Ashgate, 2012… 37

(Dr)

Anuradha

Chatterjee

(Founding Editor and Co-Editor), and Dr
Laurence Roussillon-Constanty (Co-Editor),
Senior Lecturer in English, Paul Sabatier
University, Toulouse, France. The journal is
also complemented by a ten strong Editorial
Board

that

provides

intellectual

and

─ Rachel Dickinson, Review of Novel Craft:
Victorian

Domestic

Nineteenth-Century

Handicraft
Fiction

by

&
Talia

Schaffer. Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2011… 40

pedagogical support and leadership to the

─ Anita Grants, Review of Exhibition, John

journal. The scope of The Eighth Lamp is

Ruskin:

multidisciplinary

National Gallery of Canada, 14 February–11

submissions

and

related

it
to

welcomes

art,

religion,

May

Artist

2014

and

[Scottish

Observer.
National

Ottawa:
Portrait

historiography, social criticism, tourism,

Gallery, Edinburgh 4 July–28 September

economics,

2014], curated by Christopher Newall and

philosophy,

architecture,
cinema,

science,

photography,

and

theatre.

preservation,

The

circulated to over 100

journal

scholars

is
and

Conal Shields… 43
Articles:

academics internationally. The journal is

─ “Swift visions of centuries”: Langdale

listed

Linen, Songs of the Spindle, and the

in

key

Victorian

studies

and
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Revolutionary Potential of the Book by

of them on a large, exhibition scale and

Patrick Mcdonald… 46

several that had made an impact at

─ John Ruskin and the characterisation of
‘word-painting’ in the nineteenth century by

international art exhibitions, from Paris to
Chicago.

Marjorie Cheung… 62

The

The whole issue can be found here:
https://www.academia.edu/10970821/The
_Eighth_Lamp_Ruskin_Studies_Today_No_9_
2014

book

accompanies

the

exhibition Cornish Light at Nottingham
Castle Museum and Art Gallery and at
Penlee

House

Gallery

and

Museum,

Penzance which brings together works
included in the 1894 exhibition or closely
associated

with

it.

David Tovey & Sarah Skinner,
Cornish Light: The Nottingham
1894 Exhibition Revisited
Nottingham City Museums and Galleries,
2015
ISBN 978-1-908326-70-6
Papercover £19.95 (provisional)
270 x 210mm 120pp 80 full colour plates
In September 1894, Nottingham Castle
Museum opened a stunning exhibition of
contemporary art from Cornwall. This
‘Special Exhibition of Cornish Painters of
Newlyn, St Ives, Falmouth etc.’ was the first
comprehensive exhibition to show the new
art being produced in Cornwall, ranging
from humorous images of fisher folk to
melodramatic scenes of life and death, on
and

by

landscape

the
to

sea,

from

evocative

contemplative
seascape.

It

consisted of over 220 works by 50 artists
and filled the entire top floor of the
museum. Most of the works were oils, many
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John Harvey, The Subject Of A

travelled to Scotland with the country’s

Portrait

leading art critic, John Ruskin, and his
young wife Euphemia (‘Effie’). While in
Polar Books, 2014

Scotland, the artist was to paint the critic’s

£8.99

portrait. But the marriage was built on
intimate secrets, and the events that
followed became both the most famous love
story, and the most famous scandal, to
involve a young woman, an author and an
artist, in nineteenth century England. Still
however we do not know exactly ‘what
happened in the Highlands’ – or in London,
afterwards. The Subject of a Portrait
recreates those dilemmas. It catches the
excitement of watching an artist, torn by
con!icts, produce a great painting. A young
wife must change the foundations of her life
– and of herself. And a great critic gains
revolutionary insights at the cost of his
personal disaster. The figure ‘John’ is a new
creation in action. The fiction of John

Illustrated with six high-resolution
designs by John Everett Millais, showing
him to be England’s great artist of love.
Also with four dramatic collages by the
author.

Harvey

has

been

consistently

found

‘immensely readable’, ‘extremely readable’,
‘impressive, compelling... tense, exciting and
significant’ (Isabel Raphael, Nina Bawden,
Allan

Massie).

This new novel by prize-winning novelist
John Harvey is published immediately as an
affordable paperback, but is stylish as a
good-looking hardback in design, type-face,
spacing, paper quality. Tells the classic story
of the sex-taboo in England versus love.
In 1853 the most brilliant young painter of
Victorian England, John Everett Millais,
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Mark Davis, Necropolis: City of

intense overcrowding at St Peter’s parish

the Dead

graveyard, where human bones were seen
to be protruding from the graves. The first
burial at Undercliffe took place in March
1854, although the official opening did not
occur until five months later in August. The
grand opening ceremony was officiated by
the Bishop of Ripon, who consecrated the
western side of the cemetery for the
Anglicans. The eastern side remained
available for the burial of Nonconformists.
In life, as in death, status was observed, and

Out now is this fantastic new title from

the ability to pay determined the location of

Mark Davis, “Necropolis: City of the Dead”

a grave.

which

explores

one

of

the

greatest

achievements in Victorian funerary design
and accomplishment, and some of the lives
that until now have remained lost in the
wilderness of time. Featuring stunning and
evocative photographs throughout, this
book is both haunting and beautiful.

In 2015, the cemetery remains as a
testament to the lives of the people that
forged this city. It is a place where history is
quite literally written in granite and stone.
The grand mausoleums and tombs are fit
for kings and queens. Some of these
monuments are now of special architectural

In Victorian Bradford, when death

and historic interest, and Undercliffe has

came, there was only one real place to be

been placed on the National Register of

buried. For the rich and poor alike the

Historic Parks and Gardens alongside other

newly

famous cemeteries such as Highgate.

laid

designed

by

out

Undercliffe

William

Gay,

Cemetery,
was

the

fashionable place to be seen in death. The
cemetery, which was conceived by the
Bradford Cemetery Co., was provisionally
registered in 1849 as a consequence of the
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Calls for Submissions (Print)
The

The Eighth Lamp: Ruskin Studies

theme

for

this

year's

Today (ISSN 2049-3215)

competition is 'Hardy in the World'. Essays

The Eighth Lamp: Ruskin Studies Today

warmly invited which may focus on, but are

(ISSN 2049-3215) invites contributors to

by no means limited to, the following -

of not more than 4000 words in length are

submit scholarly papers (8,000-10,000 or
3500-4000 words), ideas for book reviews,
exhibition reviews, news and events, titles
of publications and projects in progress, and
creative work and abstracts related to John
Ruskin and related nineteenth century
scholarship. Scholarly papers should be



different cultures and countries



Translating Hardy



Similarities/differences between how
Dorset and Dorset characters are
represented by Hardy compared to the

advance to allow for the refereeing and

literature of other geographical

revisions process. Please email submissions
to

the

editors

at

theeighthlamp@gmail.com.

How Hardy is taught in different
cultures and countries

submitted at least six to eight months in

directly

How Hardy's works are received in

locations


The impact Hardy and his works have
made upon a reader for whom English
is a second language



The Patrick Tolfree Student

The changing reception of Hardy and
his works geographically over time

Essay Competition 2015



Welcome to a new annual essay competition

Hardy in the country versus Hardy in
the city

open to students of any academic level over

Any aspect of Hardy's prolific output may

the age of 18 and living anywhere in the

be focussed upon, whether it be novels,

world. It has been inaugurated in honour of

short stories, poems, essays or architectural

the

of

work. The closing date for submissions is

monographs, avid Hardyan and tireless

30th September, 2015. The winner will

promoter of Hardy's life and works within

receive a prize of £250 along with one year

local schools. The essay topic will be broad

free membership of the Thomas Hardy

and will change each year, but must be

Society, and will have the pleasure of seeing

related to Hardy and his oeuvre.

their essay published in the Hardy Society

late

Patrick

Tolfree,

author

Journal.
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Please send submissions and any

contributions

to

contemporary

debate

enquiries to Tracy Hayes – THS Student

across a range of disciplines, the female-

Representative

authored

malady22@ntlworld.com

travelogue,

it

was

alleged,

necessarily took the genre in a more
lightweight, literary direction, offering only

Journeys to Authority: Travel

trivial or dilettante observations. Modern

Writing and the Rise of the

scholarship has often unwittingly endorsed

Woman of Letters A Special Issue

this attitude, assuming that women in the

of Women’s Writing

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were
excluded from contemporary networks of

The late eighteenth century saw the

scholarship and knowledge production, and

emergence of the woman travel writer.

accordingly

Prior

a

authored

travelogues

‘knowledge

exercises

in

to

this,

prestigious

and

travel

writing

important

was

identifying
the

many
as

female-

principally

sentimental

and

genre’ from which women were largely

picturesque. As Megan Norcia has recently

excluded (although of course many women

written, ‘women simply have not been

produced private, unpublished accounts of

written into the history of geographic

travels in letters and journals). In the wake,

travel, and when they do appear, it is as

however, of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu’s

genteel travellers rather than geographers’;

acclaimed Turkish Embassy Letters (1763),

and the same tendency can be observed in

women began to publish travel accounts in

many other disciplines and discourses,

ever-increasing numbers. By the 1840s,

including anthropology, sociology, political

indeed, the travelogue had arguably become

economy and natural history.

a staple form for a new generation of
‘women

of

letters’

such

as

For a Special Issue of Women’s

Harriet

Writing on women’s travel writing before

Martineau and Anna Jameson, and women

1900, we seek articles which explore the

continued to publish extensively in the
genre throughout the Victorian period.
This was a development welcomed

rise of the woman travel writer and
interrogate the assumption that she was
excluded from contemporary networks of

by some contemporaries, decried by others.

knowledge

Chauvinist commentators saw women’s

authority. Topics might include (but are not

increasing incursion into this intellectually

limited to):

significant genre as devaluing the form.

•

Where travel writing had traditionally

production

and

intellectual

the extent to which female-authored
travelogues

were

intended

and

offered useful knowledge and substantive
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received
•

as

contributions

to

competition in 2016, the deadline again

knowledge and scholarship;

being 1 March. For the competition

the forms of knowledge and cultural

regulations

commentary articulated in women’s

www.georgeborrowtrust.org.uk.

see

our

website

at

travel writing, and the forms of
authority which could accrue to
women through these texts;
•

the

participation

travellers

in

of

wider

“Victorianomania”:
women

intellectual

communities and networks;
•

Reimagining, Refashioning, and
Rewriting Victorian Literature
and Culture

the part played by women travellers
and travel writers in the emergence
of

disciplines

sociology,
literary

like

botany,
criticism

geography,
art

history,

and

political

economy.

We invite contributions for a themed
volume on Victorianomania to be published
in early Autumn 2015. The nineteenth
century continues to exert its influence
upon scholars, writers and artists of the

Articles (of 5-7,000 words) should be

Third Millenium, invading contemporary

submitted

film,

to

Carl

Thompson

art and literature,

displaying a

(carl.thompson@ntu.ac.uk<mailto:carl.tho

fascination with the period that shows no

mpson@ntu.ac.uk>) by May 1st 2015. Any

fading. While the emergent field of “Neo-

queries or initial expressions of interest

Victorian Studies” has recently received

should also be directed to Carl. Articles

considerable scholarly attention, inspiring

must be written in English, although we

academic conferences, edited collections of

welcome contributions relating to non-

essays, peer-reviewed journals and special

Anglophone

monograph series, this edited collection will

travel

writing.

consider Victorianomania in its broadest

GEORGE

BORROW

TRUST

ESSAY

COMPETITION
The trustees were very disappointed not

sense, examining the influence of and the
contemporary response to the Literature
and Culture of the long nineteenth century.
Beside the many works of fiction

to have received any submissions for

self-consciously reflecting on the relations

our biennial George Borrow essay

between the past and the present, the

competition, the deadline for which

contemporary

was 1 March, for a prize of £500. We

traced in many genres and sub-genres of

have agreed to hold the next essay

culture, from the multitude of current and

Victorianomania

can

be
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successful film and television adaptations of
nineteenth-century works – to name but a

subject


The nineteenth century past and/as

few, Cranford (2007), Little Dorrit (2008),
Desperate

Romantics

(2009),

cultural memory

Sherlock



Material Culture and Nostalgia

(2010-), Daniel Deronda (2011), Great



The making of literary icons and

Expectations (2011, 2012) – to the use of

celebrities: Austen, Dickens, Darwin

and

etc.

reference

architecture

and

to

Victorian
material

fashion,

culture

in

Please send 300 word proposals (for 6,000-

exhibitions, graphic novels, time travels, fan

8,000 word contributions) by 31 March

fictions and fashion styles. This volume

2015 via email as a Word.docx attachment

aims to address the multiple and manifold

to the volume editors (Simonetta Falchi,

allusions, adaptations, rewritings (and even

Greta Perletti, Maria Isabel Romero Ruiz:

plagiarism) of nineteenth-century sources

victorianomania@gmail.com), adding a

(both texts and things) to be found in

short biographical note in the body of your

contemporary culture, and to give a

email.

significant contribution to the current
interest in our engagement with the
nineteenth-century past.

Completed chapters will be due by 1 June
2015.

Possible topics for contributions might
include, but are not limited to:


Neo-Victorian Remediations



Neo-Victorian
art/architecture/fiction



Steampunk culture



Nineteenth-century heritage
industry



Television/stage/film adaptations
of 19th century literary classics

Call for Manuscripts: Writing
and Culture in the Long
Nineteenth Century
Edited by Professor J. B. Bullen, Chair of
English

Literature

and

Culture

in the

Department of English Literature, Royal
Holloway,

University

of

London;

and

Professor Isobel Armstrong, FBA, Emeritus
Professor of English, Birkbeck, University of



(Neo)Victorian Fanfiction



Neo-Victorian ‘canon’



The gender politics in adaptations of

The long nineteenth century, extending

nineteenth-century women

from the Napoleonic Wars to the First

Narrative ethics and strategies

World War, is a rich and complex period of

employed to re-imagine the lives of

cultural interaction. This series aims to

nineteenth-century historical

publish the work of scholars and critics



London.
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whose interests lie within this period. Some
of the volumes will deal with issues in
literature, art, the sciences, philosophy or
economics;

others

will

address

the

Volumes
Vol. 1: Simon Gatrell, Thomas Hardy Writing
Dress (ISBN 978-3-0343-0739-0)

intersection between the written word, the

Vol. 2: Anthony Patterson, Mrs Grundy's

visual and decorative arts, architecture, and

Enemies: Censorship, Realism and the Politics

music. Many scholars are now working on

of Sexual Representation (ISBN 978-3-0343-

the cultural matrix out of which these forms

0887-8)

emerge, and recent critical thinking has
shown how important was the prevailing
economic,

political,

scientific,

philosophical

climate

in

appropriate

conditions

and

creating
for

the

artistic

Vol. 3: Ingrid Hanson, Jack Rhoden and Erin
Snyder (eds), Poetry, Politics and Pictures:
Culture and Identity in Europe, 1840-1914
(ISBN 978-3-0343-0981-3)

production. Some volumes focus on specific

Vol. 4: Phillippa Bennett, Wonderlands: The

writers and texts, others deal with the

Last Romances of William Morris (ISBN 978-

connection

3-0343-0930-1) (forthcoming Spring 2015)

between

writing

and

the

broader cultural horizon. All will contribute
significantly to the widening sphere of

Proposals are welcome for monographs or

nineteenth-century literary studies.

edited collections. Those interested in
contributing to the series should send a
detailed project outline either to one of the
series editors or to oxford@peterlang.com.
For further information, please contact Dr
Laurel Plapp, Commissioning Editor, Peter
Lang Ltd, 52 St Giles, Oxford OX1 3LU,
United

Kingdom.

Email:

l.plapp@peterlang.com. Tel: ++44(0)1865
514160.
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Call for Papers – Victorian

Journalism (1890s), and the development of

Periodicals: Moments Of

half-tone process engraving (1830s-40s). At
the same time, there is room for a more

Challenge & Change

expansive excavation of the moments and
technologies that shaped the nineteenth-

Winter 2016 “Victorian Periodicals

century periodical press as well as those

Review” Special Issue

that

Deadline Feb 1, 2016
Recent

media

history

are

shaping

the

present-day

in

machinery,

remediation of print.

scholarship

by

Friedrich Kittler, Jussi Parikka, Wolfgang
Ernst, and Lisa Gitelman has focused on

Possible topics include:
•

Modifications

investigating the “new media moment.”

technologies, and methods of print

While these discussions range across time

production.

periods, the “new media moment” as an

•

organising concept offers new impetus for
those interested in studying key moments

(Re)organisations

of

legal

and

corporate infrastructure.
•

Changes in typography, illustration,

in the history of Victorian media. We seek

paper,

contributions that can further recover the

wrappings, advertising, or physical

mutable and multidimensional nature of the

size.

periodical press: its material processes of
production,

its

physical

product,

•

its

ink,

text:

rebinding,

digitization,

distribution

development.

its

archived

existence, and its digital afterlife.

•

cannot be digitized, the place of

moments “before the material means and

short-run

the conceptual modes of … media have

value

accepted as natural, when their own

of the stamp duty, the arrival of New

periodicals

in

the

digitization marketplace, the added

become fixed, when such media are not yet

nineteenth century, such as the 1855 repeal

Challenges and opportunities in

the material text, content that

archeologists are particularly interested in

for some complex moments of change in the

collection

issues or ephemera, deterioration of

1740-1915" (2003), media historians and

Victorian journalism has already accounted

library

indexing,

reprocessing printed text: missing

As Gitleman explains in "New Media

meanings are in flux” (xii). Research on

colour,

Methods of reprocessing printed

corporate and legal infrastructure, its
networks,

binding,

of

digitization,

academic/corporate partnerships.
•

Approaches to the remediation of
Victorian journalism in the twentyfirst century and visions of the
future.
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We invite essays of 5,000-9,000 words in

creative writing competition. We invite

length (including notes and bibliography)

you to consider her best known work,

for the Winter 2016 special issue of

Lady Audley’s Secret from a refreshingly

“Victorian Periodicals Review.”

new perspective and submit a brief
to

witness account of the sensational

notify co-editors of intention to contribute

events in the text. You can pick a

by September 1, 2015.

particular scene, character or plot twist

Email

vprw2016@bisc.queensu.ac.uk

Please prepare contributions according to
the “Chicago Manual of Style.” Email final
file

to

(Canada)

Group

https://www.facebook.com/VPRW2016
Issue

restricted

to

a

notebook, a newspaper cutting or a
calling card. Entries are also encouraged
via Facebook and via Twitter. All entries

Ann M. Hale, University of Greenwich
Facebook

are

any format, for example a police officer’s

Shannon R. Smith, BISC, Queen’s University

Issue

Entries

maximum of 200 words and can take

Special Issue Co-Editors

Special

yours!

vprw2016@bisc.queensu.ac.uk

before February 1, 2016.

Special

or consider the whole story-the choice is

Website

will be posted on the project blog
www.ladyaudleysecret.com and on the
Mary

Elizabeth

Braddon

website

(www.maryelizabethbraddon.com)

http://vprw2016.queensu.ac.uk

from where eight winning entries will

Email

be selected. These entries will then be

vprw2016@bisc.queensu.ac.uk

hand-typeset

and

printed

on

the

ICVWW’s Minerva letterpress during a

ICVWW Creative Writing
Competition
Fancy yourself as a Victorian Sleuth?
Want to have your say on the biggest
scandal of the 1860s?
To mark the centenary of Mary
Elizabeth Braddon’s death, the ICVWW
is delighted to announce the launch of a

special

interactive

workshop

and

collated into a booklet featuring a
previously

unpublished

sketch

by

Braddon, to be distributed at the
ICVWW summer conference in July.
The lucky overall winner will
receive personal tuition in letterpress
printing by our Letterpress Reimagined
Project Manager, Vicki Adams (you can
70

read more about her previous work and

twitter @ICVWW, via our facebook page

the art of letterpress printing here

at

www.letterpressreimagined.com)

plus

ICVWW@canterbury.ac.uk. The closing

free entry to the ICVWW conference.

date for entries is April 30th 2015.

or

email

to

The winner will also be encouraged to
discuss the project and their entry as
part of a roundtable discussion at the
conference. Entries can be submitted via
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Calls for Papers (Conferences)
ICVWW Second International

The 1860s and 1870s saw the beginning of

Conference

an organised ‘Women’s Movement’ and a

Monday

6th-Tuesday

7th

heightened awareness of the subversive

July

potential of female authorship. Fears for the

2015

moral health of the nation were exacerbated
by the Girl of the Period and the explosion

Keynote speakers: Prof Lyn Pykett

of ‘sensation’ novels in the wake of Lady

(Aberystwyth) and Prof Adrienne Gavin
(ICVWW)

Audley’s

Secret

and

East

Lynne

;

respectable women campaigned against The

The ICVWW’s five-year project From Brontë
to Bloomsbury: Realism, Sensation and the
New in Women’s Writing from the 1840s to
the 1920s aims to trace and reassess,

Contagious Diseases Acts, Queen Victoria
was widowed and the Married Women’s
Property Act was passed.
Revised Deadline: 15th April

decade by decade, how women’s writing
develops in the cultural context of the
1840s to the 1920s: a transformative period

Topics may include but are not limited to:


Sensation fiction and crime writing



Novels of the ‘neglected’ 1870s

Including the work of canonical



Literary censorship

authors such as Charlotte Brontë and



Journalism and periodical writing

Virginia

also



Letters, diaries and memoirs

significantly concerned with rediscovering



Children’s literature

and repositioning the lives and work of



Lesser known women writers such

in women’s private, public and literary lives.

Woolf,

the

project

is

neglected female authors. Following the

as

project’s very successful first conference in

Thackeray Ritchie etc

Rhoda

Broughton,

Anne

2014, devoted to women’s writing of the
1840s and 1850s, this call for papers seeks

2015 marks the centenary of the death of

proposals for papers that explore the range

Mary Braddon, Queen of the Circulating

and vitality of British women’s writing from

Libraries and key popular writer of the

1860-1879.

are

1860s. Material from the Braddon Archive,

papers which encourage new perspectives

held privately from her death until it was

on literary genre, the critical reception of

deposited with the ICVWW in 2012, will be

women writers, or canon formation.

displayed during the conference, which will

Particularly

welcome
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also include a round table in collaboration

friendship circle; the literary family; the

with the Mary Braddon Association.

local or religious community. In so

300 word abstracts and a 100-150 word
biographical note should be sent to the
organisers Adrienne Gavin, Carolyn Oulton

doing they are returning to the practices
of Romantic and Victorian biographers
who often ‘wrote Lives together’, both in

at

the sense of focusing on multiple

ICVWW@canterbury.ac.uk by 15th April

subjects and in adopting collaborative

2015.

modes of authorship. Our conference

and

Alyson

Hunt

will reflect on these and other kinds of
‘writing together’, in Romantic and

Writing Lives Together:

Victorian life-writing – for instance how

Romantic and Victorian

life-writing

Biography

might

Romantic

University of Leicester, 18th

subjects/authors;

bring

and

together
Victorian

or

different

disciplines, materials or media.

September 2015

We welcome proposals on any aspect of
Romantic and/or Victorian life-writing.
CALL FOR PAPERS - DEADLINE
EXTENDED: ABSTRACTS NOW DUE 24
APRIL 2015
Keynote speakers:
Prof. David Amigoni (Keele), 'Writing Lives
Together in the Darwin family, 1804-1876:
gender, heredity and authority'
Dr. Daisy Hay (Exeter), ‘Adventures of an
Unromantic Biographer’

Recent

biographical

criticism

and

biographies of the Romantics and
Victorians have moved away from a
focus on the single life to encompass
different creative relationships: the
73

Topics may include but are not limited

We are delighted to announce that

to:

we will be including a selection of


Collaborative authorship in
Romantic and/or Victorian lifewriting

papers from the conference in a
special issue of the journal Life
Writing to appear in 2016.

Family circles as writers and/or

Papers will be of 20 minutes duration.

subjects of biography/letters

We also hope to hold a postgraduate

(Married) couples/

poster event. Posters will be displayed

siblings/friends and life-writing

in the foyer and there will be an

Cross-generational life-writing

opportunity for you to present your

(parents, children, descendants)

research informally with reference to

Religious/local communities as

your poster, and to make it available

writers and/or subjects of life-

online after the event. If you would

writing

prefer to present your work in the form

The tensions of togetherness in

of a poster, please indicate this in your

life-writing

abstract. (There is more information on

Collaborative

creating a postgraduate research poster

authorship/multiple subjects

here.) You will find two examples by

Formal experimentation in, or

Leicester

different forms of, life-writing

Heathman and Kristan Tetens, here. If

The politics of writing lives

you send your powerpoint slide to us via

together

email we will print and display your



Victorian Lives of the Romantics

poster and cover the cost.



Romantic and/or Victorian life-

















writing and
intertextuality/interdisciplinarit
y/intermediality


Cross-disciplinary life-writing,
eg. the interface between
literature and science, or
literature and the arts

PhD

candidates,

Katie

We anticipate that the registration fee
will be approximately £35 (including
lunch). Details to be confirmed when
registration opens later in the year. Due
to the generous support of the British
Association for Victorian Studies (BAVS)
and the British Association for Romantic
Studies (BARS), we are able to offer six
conference fee waivers for postgraduate
74

students

or

postdoctoral/unwaged

and

exchange

as

world-shaping

researchers. Priority will be given to

continues to resonate, shaping the

those who send proposals for papers by

production and interpretation of texts.

the deadline (NOW EXTENDED: 24th
April 2015), and whose proposals are
accepted.

We welcome papers of between
15 and 20 minutes' length on topics
including but not limited to:

Please send your abstract of no more
than 250 words by e-mail to Dr.

•

informed by 30 April 2015 whether

•

by

British

Association of Victorian Studies and
British

Association

of

(including

conflicts

within

academic disciplines)
•

Conflictual relationships between
artistic, critical and intellectual

Romantic

Studies

Adaptations which respond to
past and/or present conflicts

accepted.
supported

visual

of and responses to conflict

your paper or poster has been
Conference

and

representations, interpretations

Julian North and Dr. Felicity James no
later than 24 April 2015. You will be

Textual

movements
•

Processes and agents shaping the

Texts in times of conflict

design, production, dissemination

De Montfort University, 8

and consumption of texts
•

September 2015

Theoretical and bibliographical
methodologies

Reflecting on the seismic cultural and

•

Intellectual conflicts surrounding

political shifts of his own time, Francis

the emergence of new media and

Bacon pinpointed 'printing, gunpowder,

technologies

and the compass' as the technological
drivers

which

had

'changed

•

Competing

or

representations

the

contradictory
of

conflict

appearance and state of the whole

through identical or different

world'.

expressive forms

Bacon's

communicative

identification
(print),

of

violent

•

State

involvement

in

the

technological

production, dissemination and

(compass) forms of cultural expression

consumption of texts in times of

(gunpowder)

and

conflict
75

•

The evolution of media forms and

by common interests or provisional

their impact on conflict-based

groupings, even if aesthetic or political

studies

questions were to drive them apart in

Proposals of up to 250 words should be
submitted

online

at

https://gradcats.wordpress.com/callfor-papers/

by

Alternatively,

Friday
email

5

June.

them

to

gradcats@outlook.com.

Alden

will be interlinked social circles within
fin-de-siècle London, and the present
need to complicate and blur categoric
labels such as ‘aesthetic’, ‘decadent’ and
‘imperialist’. Our keynote speaker will
be Professor Ronald Schuchard (Emory

Our keynote speakers are Dr
Natasha

subsequent decades. A particular focus

(Aberystwyth

University), author of The Last Minstrels:
Yeats and the Revival of the Bardic Arts.

University) and Prof. Ian Gadd (Bath Spa

We invite proposals for papers

University). Bursaries are available. See

from scholars working in Literature,

https://gradcats.wordpress.com/

for

History, Art History, History of Science

details. This conference is jointly hosted

and related fields. Particularly welcome

by De Montfort's Centre for Textual

are papers addressing Rudyard Kipling

Studies and Centre for Adaptations.

and W.B. Yeats, two contemporaries
whose 150th birth anniversaries fall this
year.

Fin-de-Siècle Echoes:
Strange Friendships, Unseen

•

Rivalries, and Lost Paths of
Literary Influence, 1880-1910
On

12th

December

2015,

Potential topics include:

satellites.
•

the

around

strange

unexpected

collaborations

patterns

of

together disparate writers.
•

and

was a fluid and formative era, when

Patrons and their circles: W.E.
Henley, John Lane, Edmund

literary

influence at the turn of the century. This

Societies, such as the
Rhymers’ Club, that brought

Department of English at KCL will host
an international conference themed

Oscar Wilde’s more eccentric

Gosse.
•

Occult organizations:
Theosophy, the Golden Dawn.

disparate writers were brought together
76

•

Accommodation and division

Sensational Influences: Mary

within Irish cultural

Elizabeth Braddon’s Literary

organizations.
•

The Vegetarian Society.

•

The Folklore Society.

•

The Fabian Society.

•

International links and

Legacy
4th-5th September 2015, Institute
of English Studies, Senate House,
Malet St., London

correspondence between

A Conference to commemorate the

cosmopolitan writers.
•

Label-blurring personalities:

Keynote Speaker: Jennifer Phegley

aesthetic nationalists,

(University of Missouri-Kansas)

decadent imperialists etc.
•

Unusual friendships or
alliances formed by Kipling or
Yeats.

•

centenary of Braddon’s death

Mary Elizabeth Braddon was widely
acknowledged to be the queen of the
circulating libraries in the mid-Victorian

Forgotten links between

period. She enjoyed a phenomenal

Kipling and Yeats.

popular and commercial success and

There will be no registration fee. A

became a by-word throughout the

conference

for

second half of the nineteenth century

Olde

for the professional woman writer. This

Cheshire Cheese in Fleet Street, for

centenary conference seeks to assess

which there will be a charge.

the significance of Braddon’s long and

participants,

dinner

is

upstairs

planned
at

the

Please email abstract proposals for 20minute papers (250 words maximum)
to fdsechoes@gmail.com. Deadline for
abstracts

is

12

July

2015.

prolific career, stretching from 1860 to
1915, and also her influence on both her
contemporaries and on subsequent
writers. In what ways did Braddon’s
success inspire, stimulate, enrage, or
encourage other female writers and
how was Braddon’s particular brand of
sensationalism emulated or adapted by
later authors?
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Possible topics for papers might include,



but are in no way limited to, the
following:


Film / Radio / Dramatic
adaptations

Selected papers from the conference

Braddon’s influence on the

will be included in two projected

contemporary literary

publications: a centenary edition of

marketplace

essays, edited by Anne-Marie Beller, and

Braddon’s critical reception,

a Special Issue of Women’s Writing co-

then, since, and now

edited by Anne-Marie Beller and Kate



Braddon’s career as an actress

Mattacks.



Braddon’s poetry



Braddon’s drama



Braddon and French fiction



Braddon’s life: scandals,



Please send abstracts of 350 words to
Dr

Anne-Marie

Beller

(a.m.beller@lboro.ac.uk) and a short
(150 words) biog. by 1 May 2015.

celebrity, etc.


Themes of Braddon’s fiction

Braddon’s Contemporaries:

Braddon’s network – peers,

The North and South Project
The North and South project aims to
challenge stereotypes about the North and

rivals, mentors

South by generating productive debate and



Braddon’s male contemporaries

pursuing archival, literary and historical



Other female sensationalists of

research focusing on the period 1837-1947

the 1860s and 1870s

in a collaboration between staff at the

Braddon’s influences (Dickens,

Universities of Hull and Southampton. Both

Brontë, Bulwer, Balzac, Flaubert)

cities shared similar experiences during



both First and Second World Wars as

Beyond Braddon:-

conduits for trade and migration but their
different regional locations also shaped



The legacy of sensation fiction



Neo-Sensationalism



Neo-Victorian fiction

Follow us on Twitter @northsouth2017



Sensation’s influence on modern

And on email northsouth2017@hull.ac.uk

genres

these histories.

For

more

information,

please

see:

http://www2.hull.ac.uk/administration/lea
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p/opencampus/the-opencampus-

sexuality, nationality, race – and suggest

programme-14-15/culturecafe-

radical ways in which music signifies

autumn2014.aspx

through language and metaphor. These

All are welcome. You need to register for a
place by clicking on the link below:
http://www.survey.hull.ac.uk/culture-cafeautumn14

developments suggest that literary studies
can continue to inform analysis of music in
productive ways, while approaches from
musicology

can

perspectives

also

on

stimulate

literary

fresh

works

by

Join us online to Listen Again to the North

prompting a reassessment of the way in

and

which music functions in relation to the

South

Culture

Cafe

talks

at:

https://hydra.hull.ac.uk/resources/hull:10
459

literary text.
We invite submissions on any period or any
literature in English or other modern

“Music and Literature: Critical

languages,

and

from

those

using

methodologies drawing on literary criticism

Polyphonies”

and

musical

analysis.

Thursday 2 July 2015, Durham

contributions

and

Castle, Durham University

incorporating

elements

Theoretical
submissions
of

musical

performance are also welcome.
Keynote

speaker:

Dr.

Ian

Biddle,

International Centre for Music Studies,

Topics might include (but are not limited

Newcastle University

to):

‘Music means exactly the way everything else

•

leitmotif, serialism, minimalism).

does and at the same time may not mean at
all and at the same time means in ways that

Music and literary form (e.g.

•

Musicians

in

literature

(e.g.

nothing else can.’ (Lawrence Kramer,
Interpreting Music (2011))
This one-day interdisciplinary postgraduate
conference seeks to explore the myriad
ways in which literature and music interact
to construct meaning. In recent years,
musicology has embraced new critical
approaches, not least from literary theory
and criticism, in order to understand music
as

constitutive

of identity

–

gender,
79

George

•

•

du

Maurier’s

Trilby,

Thomas Mann’s Doktor Faustus,

20

Marcel Proust’s À la recherche

musicandlit2015@gmail.com by 5pm on 8

du temps perdu).

May 2015. Please also include full contact

Poetry set to music (e.g. the

details and a brief biographical note, and

Medieval Lyric, Goethe, Stéphane

specify any audiovisual equipment you will

Mallarmé, A.E. Housman).

require.

Lyrics as literature (e.g. Bob
Dylan, Leonard Cohen).

•

The libretto as work of literature
(e.g. Hugo von Hofmannsthal,
W.S. Gilbert, W.H. Auden).

•

Musical

performances

in

literature (e.g. the piano in Jane

•

minutes

to

Contributors to the conference will be
invited to submit their work to an upcoming
volume of Postgraduate English, a peerreviewed online journal based at the
Department of English Studies, Durham
University.

(Durham) & Tom Smith (University College

Music and song in dramatic

London)

(e.g.

lyric

and

George Meredith and His Circle:

Musical adaptation of literary

Intellectual Communities and

works (e.g. operas on Medieval

Literary Networks

Romance,

Shakespeare

or

Pushkin, symphonic poems on

Bishop Grosseteste University
24th & 25th July 2015

Shakespeare or Dante).
Allusions to musical works in
literature (e.g. T.S. Eliot and

Organised by Dr Claudia Capancioni and Dr
Alice Crossley

Wagner, Joris-Karl Huysmans’s À
rebours, folksong in Lorca).
Musical notation or illustrations
incorporated

•

sent

and Alan Hollinghurst).

modern drama and masque).

•

be

Organisers: Fraser Riddell, James Beckett

aurality in Medieval and Early

•

should

Austen, opera in E.M. Forster

performance

•

Abstracts of up to 300 words for papers of

within

literary

meredithconference@bishopg.ac.uk
www.meredithcircle.wordpress.com

texts (e.g. Medieval manuscripts,

Keynote Speaker: Professor Sally

Ingeborg Bachmann’s Malina).

Shuttleworth, University of Oxford

The relationship between ‘New
Musicology’ and contemporary
literary theory.

This

will

be

the

first

international

conference on George Meredith’s work and

80

critical

reputation,

and

therefore

a

prominent figures of his day, on both

landmark event in Meredith studies. The

professional and personal levels. Meredith’s

conference also highlights debates about

longevity and literary reputation made for

the circulation and exchange of ideas

prolific associations with other public

between Meredith and his contemporaries,

figures, so that throughout his life Meredith

encompassing the wider resonances of

generated a wide circle of acquaintance,

legacy and literary community in the

many of whom made a productive impact

circulation of ideas in the second half of the

on his work and vice versa.

long nineteenth century.

As

a

part

of

the

conference,

The conference will firstly bring

delegates will be able to visit the archives of

together both established and emerging

the Tennyson Research Centre in Lincoln.

scholars working on Meredith, and will

Collections Access Officer Grace Timmins

therefore provide a forum for critical

will

discussion of his work and his place in the

specifically for the event. The conference

literary history of both the Victorian and

organisers aim to provide a limited number

Modern periods. While his work has not

of bursaries for postgraduates and early

been popularly embraced, he still remains

career researchers to assist with their

consistently at the forefront of nineteenth

attendance at the conference.

century literary studies, albeit as an author
and poet who has received inadequately
sustained critical attention.
Secondly, expanding on this close
focus on various aspects of his work, the

a

mini-exhibition

minutes, and topics might include (but are
not limited to):
•

Meredith and influence: James Joyce,
Henry James, Virginia Woolf, E. M.
Forster, Siegfried Sassoon, and

Meredith’s position at the centre of a wider
with and intersections between other

curating

We are inviting papers of 20

conference will consider more broadly
network of nineteenth-century connections

be

others.
•

Legacy and critical reception: the
history and development of

From Study for ‘Chatterton’, Henry Wallis (c. 1856), Tate Gallery. The model is George Meredith.
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Meredith scholarship.
•

•

•

•

Meredith and contemporary

Meredith and celebrity culture:

debates: age and education,

literary reputation and

medicine and science, class and

recognition/(un)popularity.

gender, ethnicity and the

Meredith and publishing:

environment.

authorship, peer/publisher

•

•

•

Meredith and sexuality: fictional

reviewing, and his role as literary

masculinity, queer criticism and

mentor.

feminist readings.

Meredith and the archive:

•

Meredith and travel: war

correspondence, publication history,

correspondence, cosmopolitanism,

manuscript revision, book collection,

foreign journeys, walking,

marginalia.

topographical space and location

eredith and politics: journalism, the

•

Meredith biography: Meredith as

Risorgimento, the Boer war, anti-

father/husband/friend/neighbour,

fascism, and National/European

notorious personal life, anecdote

politics.

and hearsay, ancestry and

Meredith’s intellectual networks and

inheritance.

peers: Thomas Hardy, Alfred
Tennyson, Leslie Stephen, D. G. and
W. M. Rossetti, A. C. Swinburne,
Olive Schreiner, Thomas Love
Peacock, George Eliot, G. H. Lewes,
Lucie Duff Gordon, Janet Ross,
Caroline Norton, Robert Louis
Stevenson, George Gissing, J. M.

Please submit abstracts of up to 300 words
to

meredithconference@bishopg.ac.uk,

together with a brief paragraph of relevant
biographical information. The deadline for
abstracts is 15th March 2015. Please
contact Dr Claudia Capancioni and Dr Alice
Crossley

for

further

information.

Barrie, W. T. Stead, Mark Twain,
Ralph Waldo Emerson, and others.
•

Meredith and prose: genre,
narratology, aphorism, the
bildungsroman, the psychological
novel and stream of consciousness,
storytelling, comedy, dialogism,
intertextuality and other aspects.

•

Meredith and poetry.

•

Meredith the Victorian and/or
Meredith the Modernist.
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Politics And Periodicals:

•

Politicised conflict and controversy
between periodicals

The 4th International
Conference of the European
Society for Periodical Research
(ESPRit),

Please

send

proposals

for

20-minute

papers, panels of three or four papers,
round tables, one-hour workshops or other
suitable sessions and short biographies by 1

10-11th September 2015, The

June

2015

to

esprit@oru.se.

Nordic Museum, Stockholm,
International Conference on 175

Sweden

Years of the Economist

www.espr-it.eu
We seek to bring together current research
on the connections between politics—most
concretely, political or social movements—
and individual or groups of periodicals of
any period. Professor Brian Maidment will
offer an extended workshop on reading

In 2018 the Economist magazine will be 175
years old. This conference is a prelude to a
book that will examine the political,
economic and cultural impact of one of the
most significant news publications in the
modern world.

illustration

The workshop will take place at

between 1820 and 1860. Keynote lectures

University College London over 2 days: 24-

will be given by Professor Núria Triana

25 September 2015. We seek to bring

Toribio and Marianne van Remoortel. We

together journalists and researchers from

welcome proposals that offer comparative

many fields including economic, social and

cross-national perspectives as well as more

political

local studies of European periodicals which

sociologists, literary and media scholars.

periodicals,

politics

and

may include but are not limited to
•
•

cultural

analysts,

Papers are invited on any topic

Periodicals started by social or

connected to The Economist, past and

political movements

present, and the following suggested topics

Social

or

political

movements

Periodicals

devoted

to

are intended to be neither prescriptive nor
comprehensive:

invigorated by periodicals
•

historians,

political

theory/political science
•

Periodicals as party organs

•

Politicians as editors/contributors

•

Periodicals and political reputations

•

Controversies:

Corn

laws,

currency vs banking school, free
trade, the people’s budget, the
welfare state, nationalisations,
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the making and unmaking of

Please send proposals (around 300 words)

Bretton Woods, the oil shocks,

for papers of 20 minutes duration to sts-

privatisations,

the

Great

econpublic@ucl.ac.uk by 15 May 2015.

Depression, the Great Recession;
•

Editors,

Economists

and

intellectuals in The Economist:

Victorian Work And Labor

Walter Bagehot and others;
•

Victorians Institute Conference:

Ownership, censorship and the

Converse College, Spartanburg,

law;
•

SC October 2nd-3rd 2015

Publishing history: journalists
and their recruitment, women in
The Economist, US and China
editions,

the

Intelligence

Economist

Unit,

digital

expansion, statistics, rankings
and methods, futurology;
•

Management: industrial policy,
corporate

The concept of personal, as well as societal,

strategy, personal finance, the

industry was essential to the Victorian

global economy;

sense of self. The idea of work as a virtue, a

labour

•

•

•

relations,

law

duty, and a privilege was widespread (and

league, in academia, use by

sometimes mocked). For the 44th annual

campaigners,

meeting of the Victorians Institute, we

Readers:

the

anti-corn

correspondents

and letter writers, in the City,

invite

use

in

disciplines addressing issues of Victorian

international relations (WTO,

work and labor. Possible topics include, but

IMF etc);

are not limited to: magic/invisible/fairy

Typography and design: covers,

workers illegal work and black markets

cartoonists, designers, printers

labor in public and private spheres new

and publishing and branding

professions and professionalization middle-

strategies;

class work and occupations play and

War: The First World War, The

amateurism in an age of work art and

Second World War, the Cold

authorship as labor intellectual vs. physical

War, and pan global conflicts

labor Crystal Palace: showcasing production

by

lobbyists,

and

proposals

from

a

variety

of

the work of conquering the Empire the
work of teaching Vic lit and culture
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industrialization work in the Empire work

The Uses of 'Religion' in 19th

and gender child labor calling vs. toil

Century Studies

servants and servitude prostitution the
work of childbirth work and welfare of

The Armstrong Browning

animals agrarian vs. city labor man and

Library

machine disabled bodies and work industry

Baylor University, Waco, Texas,

and environment the work of criminals

March 16-19th 2016

“dirty” work Papers or panels on poetry,
prose, nonfiction, visual art, or historical

The conference will engage questions being

context are welcome, as are presentations

asked ever more frequently among scholars

on the pedagogy of teaching Victorian

of the nineteenth-century in a variety of

literature.

disciplines

Selected papers from the conference
will be refereed for the Victorians Institute
Journal annex at NINES. Send 200 – 250
word proposals and a brief one-page CV to
Anita Rose, anita.rose@converse.edu, by
June 1, 2015. Proposals should include
contact information. Panel proposals should
provide

contact

information

for

all

participants, a synopsis of the panel and
abstracts of all papers to be included.
Limited travel subventions will be available
from the VI for graduate students whose
institutions provide limited or no support.
More information about the travel awards

concerning

the

category,

"religion." Scholars have recently noted the
uniquely modern, Western character of
"religion," which grew up alongside notions
of "the secular" and is implicated in the
historic realities of the formation of state
power,

imperial

discriminatory

expansion,

portrayals

of

and
non-

Europeans. The conference will feature 15
select presentations that will extend our
understanding of the uses of "religion" and
inform future academic conversation.
Additional conference details can be
found by following the link below:

and the application process will be posted

http://www.browninglibrary.org/doc.p

to

hp/239655.pdf.

www.vcu.edu/vij.

Please

visit

www.vcu.edu/vij for information about the
conference as it becomes available, the
Victorians Institute, and the Victorians
Institute

Journal.

If you have questions about the Call for
Papers or the conference, please email Dr.
Joshua King, Associate Professor of English
and Margarett Root Brown Chair in Robert
Browning

and

Victorian

Studies,

at

ablconferences@baylor.edu.
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